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Introducing the hyper velocity 22.

Remington went beyond high velocity in
developing the latest rim fire cartridge. The

new

"Yellow Jacket" cartridge could well be the perfect
all-around high performance 22. For small

game,

varmints, and targets alike.

magnum

velocity, delivers

easily

thanks to

It

approaches

improved accuracy, and chambers
its

standard long

rifle

case. Yet

cartridges. That s 245 feet per second faster.
TC means Thincated Cone. The contour of our
new bullets has been specially designed for maximum retained velocity, more explosive energy
downrange. And improved trajectory.

HP means Hollow Point. These

lighter 33-grain

bullets feature an extra-large cavity for a

more

each box costs just pennies more than conventional

explosive effect, full-energy impact, and improved

high velocity 22s. What's more, "Yellow Jacket" 22s

on-target performance.

have unique H VTCHP

premium grade 22s

bullets.

HV means Hyper Velocity. Muzzle velocity is a fiill

Add it all up and you've got
premium price.

at a less than

See your dealer today.

20% faster than our own high velocity long rifle

nungw
J&ttP
•4M***4

Nfellow

Remington is a trademark registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office
Jacket is a trademark of Remington Anns Company. Inc.. Bridgeport. Conn. 06602.
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How

recently and

I

often have you heard that? There was another example
like to share it with you. While in Japan with your

would

National Officers in February, we visited with the Future Farmers of
Japan and several agricultural teachers who are leaders in that organization. One of our interpreters was a student by the name of Takashige
Masuda who had the distinction of being a member of both the FFJ and
the FFA. Takashige had been an exchange student in California and attended high school while there. As the meeting came to a close, we passed
out copies of the February-March, 1979, issue of The National FUTURE
FARMER. This is the issue that featured on the cover and in an article
Ralph Kuramoto, an FFA member of Japanese ancestry, who lives in
Sanger, California. As Takashige took the magazine and looked at the
cover, he paused. Then he exclaimed in excitement. "That's my friend!!!
That's my best friend!!!" The story briefly is that when Takashige was in
the United States he attended the same high school as Ralph and they
became close friends and spent a lot of time together. This seemingly
small incident seemed to strengthen the warm friendship that had already
been established between the FFA and the FFJ. They had even more in
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ability to create with the hands by applying the mind's knowledge
has long been a satisfying endeavor for people of the farm. Welding is
but one of the mechanical skills enjoyed by Julian Brown, at work behind the shield. Find this FFA member's story on page 13.
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Working
together.

Growing
together.
Just as a man and his wife often
work side by side to make a place
grow and prosper, so do many of
these families work together through
the Production Credit Association to
provide themselves with the money
they need to grow on.
The PCAs are agriculture's own
owned not by the
credit source
government, but entirely by the people
who use our services. Working together, these people reach into the na-

—

tion's financial capitals.

of dollars
all

and loan

on the best

it

to

Borrow billions
themselves

—

of terms.

That's the PCA. People working together and growing together. When
you need a financial hand, stop in.
Let's talk.

Let's talk!
°<wrfThe National
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Over

THE LOWEST NUMBER OF FARMS
1860 now operate

since

USDA sets

Agriculture

AHEAD
DIPLOMATIC TIES WITH CHINA
expand U.S. farm trade
with the giant of the East. However,
the USDA says Chinese imports of U.S.
products will not boom immediately
will eventually

because improving political relations had
already led to increased trade. As one
of the world's largest producers of rice,

wheat, corn and sorghum, China is
mainly an exporting nation of agricultural products. However, the communist
nation could become significant buyers
of U.S. agricultural equipment, farm

chemicals and foodstuffs. The cessation
of diplomatic relations with Taiwan is
not expected to halt the upward trend
in American farm exports to that

the figure at 2,330,000 under this definition of a farm: a place
which has sales of agricultural products
of $1,000 or more annually. The old
definition, which if used would probably
add thousands to the farm total, stated
a farm was a place with ten acres or
more and annual sales of $50, or less
than ten acres with annual sales of
$250. Also under the new definition,
an average farm consists of 450 acres,

THE HUGE SUPERTRACTORS,
with their corresponding weight and
traction demands, have almost reached
the operational limits of dual wheels.

So say researchers

at

DMI,

Inc., de-

velopers of the triple wheel system
shown below. The company says the
tripling system gets "all of the

power

possible to the ground." thereby fully
utilising the

horsepower and operating

efficiency of a large tractor. Besides the

power advantage.

DMI

studies indi-

cate a third set of wheels increases

island. In fact, officials estimate the

Taiwanese

faster vehicle speeds, thus saving

$71
million increase in orders of soybeans,
corn, cotton and tobacco.
to contract at least a

traction, distributes
to the

time and fuel.

American farmer? Accord-

Farm Bureau

Federation, most of the public sees the
farmer as proud, hard-working and independent. The study revealed a broad

their

own

boss.-

PETRIFIED COTTON

could soon find
an occurrence that would create an entirely new
market for the cash crop that has
dwindled in recent years. USDA scientists have developed the petrifying proits

way

cess, a

into U.S. industry,

somewhat

similar-to-nature

chemical procedure that transforms
cotton into a glasslike lace.

DIRECT MARKETING OF BEEF,
precluding middleman ownership, is
under experiment in a two-year project
at

South Dakota State University. The

program allows cooperating
producers to own and control beef
pilot

through the entire marketing chain.
The test aims at getting higher returns
for producers of cattle with superior
production and carcass traits while
still providing consumers with quality
beef at a fair price. University officials
say the present marketing system tends
to "average out" wide variations in true
carcass value, a situation that has

prompted the
April-May, 1979

direct marketing trial.

of five $1,170.00 Art

Scholarships or any one of seventyfive $10.00 cash prizes.
Draw "Cubby" any size except like
a tracing. Use pencil. Every qualified
entrant receives a free professional
estimate of his drawing.
Scholarship winners will receive
Fundamentals of Art taught by Art
Instruction Schools, one of America's
leading home study art schools. Our
objective is to find prospective
students who appear to be properly
motivated and have an appreciation

ing to a recent nationwide survey con-

goodwill toward farmers, an attitude
found among 68 percent of the respondents because farmers "grow our
food" and "are the backbone of our
country." Farmers also had their say
in the questioning. Why do 78 percent
enjoy their work? Listed reasons include
meeting the challenge, being outdoors,
working with the family and being

Draw "Cubby"
You may win one

WHAT DO NON-FARM PEOPLE
ducted for the American

Awarded Monthly

with total farmland down 3.2 million
acres from last year.

power and weight
ground evenlv for less compaction of the seedbed and enables

think of the

*6,500 in
prizes

in the U.S.

The

glassy

and liking for art.
Your entry will be judged in the
month received. Prizes awarded for
best drawings of various subjects
received from qualified entrants age
14 and over. One $25 cash award for
the best drawing from entrants age 12
and 13. No drawings can be returned.
Our students and professional artists
not eligible. Contest winners will be
notified. Send your entry today.

material has a unique property of
easily and firmly bonding together
glasses of different composition.

MAIL THIS COUPON TO ENTER CONTEST

ART INSTRUCTION SCHOOLS

Studies indicate the material may be of
value to the field of solar energy as a
light

absorber or reflector.

FARM FAMILIES earn more money
from off -farm sources than from

their

farming operations, according to a
USDA report. Of each $100 of income received by farm operators, based
on 1977 figures, $60 came from off
the farm.

The

report says nearly

Studio 9A-3540
500 South Fourth Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415

Please enter my drawing
monthly contest.

in

your
(please print)

Name
_Age_

Occupation,

Address

_Apt._

City

^State-

County-

-Zip_

all

farms have off -farm income, but larger
proportions are found on smaller farms.

Telephone Number_

ACTION WAS TAKEN regarding
many areas of FFA activity during
the last meeting of the National FFA

Horse

Board of Directors. Items of particular
interest included sustainment of the

DERS ASSOCIATION

delegate-instated dues increase of

St.

Louisville.

Ky 40203

50

cents and the approval of the one
dollar price hike for the official
jacket.

The Board

FFA

also voted to con-

duct a feasibility study on having a
national creed speaking contest and

determined that regional proficiency
farmer and agribusinessman finalists be required to bring
supportive record books to the national
convention for judges' use.

finalists, star

INTERNATIONAL VISITORS

from

15 countries landed in our nation's
capitol last month to begin their three,
six or twelve month stay on American
farms as Work Experience Abroad
participants. Ricky Kimble of FFA's
international staff says over 75 students
arrived in the first of two groups from
overseas. Another group begins their

HEREFORD HOGS
more information contact:

For

Hog Record Association

National Hereford

Mrs. Ruby Schrecengost, Secretary
Route 1, Flandreau, S.D. 57028.

Phone: 605-997-2116

Washington,
each student was counseled on American rural living for orientation purposes
and introduced to agriculture attaches

program

in July.

While

in

from various foreign embassies. Farms
and agribusinesses throughout the nation will host the students.

HAMPSHIRES...

^pr«

project with the
breed that has a bright future.

your

Start

Write for information.

Jim

Cretcher,

Secretary

The American Hampshire Sheep Assn.
Rt.10.Box 199, Columbia,

MO

65201(314)445-5802

One of

A Kind
Service, Alexandria, Virginia.

•

Owned by FFA

•

Operated by FFA
For FFA

That's right. Totally

and operated

bers

the National

National

FFA

Washington, D.C., will become a
reality for 20 U.S. farmers during
August. The FFA Alumni Association,
in cooperation with the French-American Foundation, has formed the twoweek tour as an introduction to the
principal aspects, regions and people
of French agriculture. Most of the
trip's cost will be paid by the Foundation. Woody Cox, Alumni's executive
director, urges Alumni members aged
25-35 to apply through the Alumni

owned by FFA mem-

them. Controlled by
Board of Directors and
for

FFA Officers.

income above the cost of operation is
used by the organization for the benefit
of FFA members
not as profit to any

All

some new

faces this year. Publishers

and manufacturers or distributors of
audio-visual material suitable for teaching vocational'agriculture

become

may now

exhibitors at the show.

George

Verzagt, career show manager, says
the new entries will enhance the
exhibition. "The show's emphasis will
expand," he says, "to include displays
of interest to students in post-secondary
schools who may want to teach

agriculture."

in

May

15 deadline.
Fluency in French is not required.
Forms and more information may be
obtained from the FFA Alumni Association, P.O. Box 15058, Alexandria,
VA, 22309.
office before the

There is only one official supplier of FFA
merchandise. It is National FFA Supply

•

A STUDY TOUR of France beginning

THE ANNUAL CAREER SHOW at
the National FFA Convention will boast

DON'T PUT OFF

speaking with your

advisor about participation in the upcoming national summer leadership
conferences. Brochures containing
application forms were mailed in

mid-March

to all vo-ag teachers. Reser-

vations must be

made on

the

form

included with the brochure, no exceptions.

aren't

Even if representatives' names
known, advisors may still reserve

space for delegates.

team of leaders

An

outstanding

will staff this year's

conference program, with Bobby
Tucker serving as director. Kim Beck,
Robb Boyd, Sam Brownback, Dee
Sokolosky and Teresa Tesnohlidek
are the slated counselors.

The national officer team recently met in Washington, D.C., with Vice President
Walter Mondale and Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland. The group talked
of FFA activities and the world situation in agriculture. The administrators'
talks on foreign farm trade served as a briefing before the officers' tour of
Japan. From left, Dean Norton, Secretary Bergland, Kelly Grant, Mark Sanborn,
Vice President Mondale, Elvin Caraway, Jeff Rudd and Kevin Drane.

—

individual.

Don't be mislead by companies

commercialize on

the

trying to

name and emblem

If it is not from the National
FFA
Supply Service located at Alexandria, Vir-

of FFA.

ginia,

it

is

not official.

Your advisor is mailed a catalog
each summer. See him to order your

FFA

items.

Support FFA! Order from the:

National
P.

FFA Supply

O

Service

Box 15159

Alexandria. Virginia 22309
The National
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Raise

as much
fl

money

Profit!

as you
need!
Sell a

Pen-Pac for $1

Keep

5(K

PROFIT!

Make Big Profits for your school,
church, team or civic organization
Here's the easiest fund-raising

program around:
Full

•

50%

Free

Everything You Need is Included!
come packaged ina lightweight carrying

profit!

25 Pen-Pacs

manual

step-by-step

carton. Order

carton per member. Also included

keeping forms, even press releases ...
guarantee your success.

• No callbacks, no order taking,
no paperwork!

• Nothing to spoil!
• No heavy bulky packages

all

designed to

Take advantage of our Fund Raising Know-How!

even pay postage!

U.S. Pen Company is a division of one of America's leading
manfacturers of writing instruments. These are pens you
can be proud of. We are. And we'll stand behind them with
over 50 years' experience.

NO RISK — Pay only

Make BIG

to carry!

• No hidden

•

1

are contribution envelopes, a"how-to"manual, record-

fund raising leader!

your fund

after

ing

costs

drive

AND

is

—

we

over

any
Pen-Pacs

return

leftover

real value!

We

high quality ball-point pens with long-lasting ink
supplies and effective ink erasers make up a Pen-Pac.
Outside, its handsome blue & white design states,
"Thank You for your generous help." It would sell for
$1.45 in any store. You sell a Pen-Pac for $1.00 and
keep 50c profit. Since everyone needs and uses pens,
really

add up

You Don't Risk

40% or less,
You pay

YOU KEEP 50% of what
completed. We even
us AFTER your drive
you've collected.

is

AND

cost of shipping your order to you
return any leftover Pen-Pacs at our expense.

Mail the coupon

Copyright B 1978

US

pay the
you can

You

risk

of

D

to raise

Cadence

$100
200

D

Industries All rights reserved

D

$300
600

today.

$1000
2000

$500
1000

to:

My Name
(please print)

Organization

_

Address
State

-Zip.

_

Title

Signature

D Please send

Telephone

Available

in

Canada

more information

too! Write for information.

?? u.s. pen
Dept. FR450, W.Caldwell, N.J. 07006

NOW!

Pen Company, a subsidiary

Ship

My

CENT!

a

need

Please send Pen-Pacs

City

fast!

Unlike other programs that give you just

nothing.

it

CALL TODAY or MAIL THIS COl'PON now

5

your funds

Do

N.J. residents call 201-227-5100 collect.

for full credit!

Pen-Pacs are a

—

Profits
Order T(
For extra fast service, call toll free 800-631-1068 from
anywhere in the continental U.S.A. or mail the coupon below.

rais

A

subsidiary of Cadence
Industries Corporation

of bona fide farm boys made
change necessary.

ber

my

It is

Readers Report

Elberon, New Jersey
I read the article "At Last! An FFA
Magazine" with particular interest. I have
letter

from your former

staffer

Bill

Prince dated September 15, 1952. He sent
a check for two cartoons
my first sales
to the FFA magazine.
Incidentally, the phone number was
260, Engleside, Virginia.
It continues to be a pleasure drawing

—

for

FFA.
Stan Stamaty
Cartoonist for Cliarlie the Greenhand

Morland, Kansas

Though

your magazine are
is one of
reminiscence to me. "At Last, An FFA
Magazine" retells the story and the his-

most

all

1—

autographed October-November, 1974,
Ford and National FFA

issue of President

A

President Mark Mayfield; 4)
special secof the October-November, 1977, issue showing President Carter and National
FFA President James Bode autographed by both. (James Bode is a Geary,
Oklahoma product only a few miles from
tion

—

—

my

home.)

To supplement

this

row of distinguished

have an autographed
copy of The Kansas Future Farmer, Win1976-77, showing 1975-76 National
ter,
FFA Vice-President Ron Wilson and Sam
Brownback, National FFA Vice-President,
1976-77. Both are personal friends and are
fellow Kansans.
personalities, I also

My

picture gallery receives

many com-

plimentary comments.

Oran Nunemaker

Shawnee Mission, Kansas

My

copy of the magazine came to me
one day last week when I was snowbound
and therefore had a chance to read it from
"kiver to kiver" in one sitting. Certainly
you and your staff are to be congratulated
for producing such a fine magazine.
As I was reading on that snowbound
day, I could not help reminiscing a bit. I
recalled the early days when the FFA was
born in nearby Kansas City and struggled
through the Great Depression days for
survival, the dark World War II days and
the flexibility in getting back to normal
in the post-war days.
flexibility that
made it possible to include agribusiness
and still retain the time honored name and
insignia. I felt that the declining num-

A

8

the growth and stature

TURE

didn't believe that to be true.

Without

it

FFA

could eventually deteriorate into a once-a-year affair and of
benefit only to those who could attend the
national convention here in Kansas City.
I am not attempting to pose as a literary
critic, but it seems to me that your coverage, so well planned and laid out is of
such scope as to meet a wide range of inbelieve

the

terests.

And now

token of sincerity of what
am enclosing my check
for one-year subscriptions for each of our
four libraries, each of our five senior
Shawnee Mission high schools and one
I

as a

have written

I

three-year subscription for a special friend

Also I am glad to hear about the proposed FFA Hall of Achievement.
Harold D. Garver

Madison, Wisconsin
The Hall of Achievement campaign
in

swing.

full

FFA

chapters,

first

percent

state

FFA

of

the

Bluebirds'

diet

is

insect

matter and its favorite foods are corn
bores and grasshoppers. The other 30 percent
plant matter, with the exception of
black berries, consists of no cultivated
species. The farmer definitely gains by the

—

Bluebird.
Since our

sphere of influence can't
reach over a few hundred or a thousand
at most, we are seeking out organizations
such as yours to help us spread the plea
of the Bluebird and enlighten the farmers
who do not understand what an asset this
handsome songbird is to them.
Chris Walker
Director of Natural Sciences
Silver Trails Scout Reservation

Poland, Ohio

am

a certified vo-ag teacher who is a
time farmer and a substitute vo-ag
teacher in the winter months.
always enjoy keeping up with the
I
wonderful magazine. Please enter my subscription so that I may read it each issue.
full

George Houk
is

collegiate

groups and state leaders have all received
information on and financial requests for
the Hall of Achievement.

The

death due to the lack of food, houses and/
or other shelter.
It is our goal and the farmers gain to
bring the population of the Eastern Bluebird back to where it should be. About 70

I

FFA.

of the

issues of

interesting, the latest issue

tory of the publication.
I have all the issues since 1952 and a
few numbers are of particular interest to
me. These specials are framed and are
hanging in the vocational agriculture classroom to be enjoyed by all those concerned with the FFA organization. They
are: 1) Volume 1, Number
Fall 1952;
2) The 50th Anniversary FFA issue; 3)

An

made

First,
as
mentioned
of FFA possible.
above, and second, The National FUFARMER. Please believe me I
would not be "writing to the editor" if I

I

a

firm belief that there are two

things that

A1LEAG

this

association to con-

was South Carolina, Mr. Frank R.
Stover, advisor. The first two FFA chapter contributions received were from Sycamore FFA, Sycamore, Illinois, Mr. James
Guilinger, advisor and Keil FFA, Keil,
Wisconsin, Mr. Kelly Kramer, advisor.
The first contribution from an individual
came from Peg Armstrong of Newhall,
tribute

Iowa.

Those groups, chapters and individuals
wishing to contribute are asked to do so

May 14, 1979. If you need more information, contact me at the FFA Foundation, Box 5117, 310 North Midvale Boulevard, Madison, Wisconsin 53705.
Bernie Staller
Assistant Director
National FFA Foundation
by

Jeddo, Michigan
In your December-January, 1978-79, issue of The National FUTURE FARMER,
on pages 42 and 44 was an article entitled
"Old Foxy Is A Pain In The Neck" written by Russell Tinsley. I had always
thought of your magazine as strictly a
farming magazine, not a hunter's or
naturalist's, which is why I'm writing you.
In the early weeks of August, some
friends and I launched a program en-

Edon, Ohio
In the December-January, 1978-79, issue Mike Mayer asked how a young farmer of 21 can have a net worth of $30,000
while in FFA.
Well, so many young farmers were given
farms. That's why some farmers sit pretty
good.
My dad was one that supported two
families. My dad was the oldest of nine
children in his family. At the age of 21,
Clarence, my dad, took over his father's responsibilities. His dad died, so Clarence had
to help put his brothers and sisters through
school. Clarence never had the chance of
going to high school.
At the age of 35 my dad got married.
He didn't even have enough money to buy
40 acres, so he had to borrow from my
great uncle. And nobody handed him a
farm, like some farmers I know.
It took most of his money to support
the family.

Now, at the age of 21, I am working
on getting the American Farmer degree.
If I receive this award I will be the first
one in our FFA to receive the American
Farmer.
Now I am helping mv dad get ahead in
life, by starting a 50-50 partnership six
years ago.
I also

enjoy the issues of the

FFA

mag-

azine.

James Wuebben

"Project Bluebird", which we more
coded "PBb." Since 1938 the population of the Eastern (Common) Bluebird
has plunged 90 percent and most people
under 30 years of age have never seen
one. Many school children have never even
heard of a Bluebird, let alone an Eastern

Georgia
would like to state that you have a
very fine magazine which I find interest-

Bluebird.

Here in Adairsville some people want to
knock vocational agriculture and the FFA
out of public schools. If they would sit
down and take a look at this magazine
and see what the FFA does, maybe it
would change their minds.
Byron Edwards

titled

or

less

This

due to four reasons: 1) the Starling and 2) the English (House) Sparrow,
both aggressive competitors; 3) civilization;
and 4) the weather, since they return from
the South in late February and early
March, many starve and are frozen to
is

Adairsville,
I

The part I like best is the "Chapter
Scoop" where you give space to chapters
who have something to report where it can
ing.

be printed.
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Touring the U.S.
For

FFA
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A

national tour of 27

cities

in

*<%

two

*

K5

..

_Jnm_

*

-^\

weeks unfolded for the six nationduring February and March.
The trip is an important and traditional
al officers

part of the officer team's official duties
in representing the FFA.

Mark Sanborn speaks during

a

stop at the

Moorman Company

in

Illinois.

tour busied the team with nearly
100 visits to agribusiness firms, civic
clubs, government agencies and educational centers throughout the country.

The

Before

departing

on

goodwill

the

'Ji

FFA
WEEK in their home states visiting FFA

tour, the officers spent National

chapters and members. The national
tour began with stopovers in three
Denver,
Missouri,
cities
St.
Louis,

—

Colorado

and Winston-Salem,

North

Carolina.

"Since we are afforded so much support from sponsoring companies, it isn't

only our privilege but our responsibility
to visit them and provide an update on
how their involvement is helping us, and
of course, thank them," explained Mark
Sanborn, national president.
Major cities on the schedule included
Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Raleigh, Kansas
City, Des Moines, Chicago, Minneapo-

Milwaukee and Madison.

lis,

points

along

the

tour,

the

At

\

:

^K

all

officers

granted interviews to the mass media
and presented speeches.
For most of the trip the officers

*'""'
j

S

.»

#?#**

traveled in pairs to effectively increase

number of visits. At different points
during the tour, the Star Farmer of
America, Maynard Augst of Montgomery, Minnesota, and the Star Agribusinessman, Mark Williams of Orlando,
Florida, joined the team.

the

The

officers

met together

in Detroit

I

Federal 22s

for talks with Robert Lund, vice presi-

dent of Chevrolet and chairman of the
FFA Foundation sponsoring committee.
The team also congregated in the Wisconsin cities of Wausau and Madison
for the tour wrap-up and conference
with Don McDowell and Bernie Staller
of the FFA Foundation.
The goodwill tour began in 1947 as
a means of expressing appreciation to
FFA Foundation sponsors for their contributions to the educational awards
program. The main purpose is the same
today. In addition, the tour helps bring
about a better understanding of FFA
and vocational agriculture, and gives industry representatives a chance to meet
and share ideas with young people interested in an agricultural career.
April-May, 1979

Small game hunting or
varminring. Plinking or target
shooting. Whatever your sport,
Federal has the right
22 ammunition for you.
High velocity Federal

Hi-Powers with copper-plated
bullets— regular or hollow
point— pack a game-stopping
wallop. Economical Lightning
22s in the new blue box, with
lubricated lead bullets, are
great for vour recreational

shooting.

And Champion

standard velocity 22s provide
the round-after-round consistencv needed for accurate
target shooting. So try a box or
two of Federal 22s today; prove
their

performance

for yourself.

The Precision People

FEDERAL
CARTRIDGE
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402

work done faster with IH high engine
torque rise and torsion-bar hitch:

You'll get

This IH combination of high engine torque
rise and torsion-bar sensing keeps you moving
fast— even in difficult soil conditions.
International engines are famous for the
high torque rise that lets you lug right through
the "tough spots."
And the IH independent torsion-bar hitch is

more sensitive to changing ground
conditions than competition's bending bars

far

and springs.
Here's

how sensitive it

actually

is: It

can

respond as rapidly as three times per second.
It can respond to changes in draft as slight
as 8%. And it can make adjustments as small
as l/16th of an inch up or down.
Farmers are also getting work done faster
by using larger equipment. And in almost
every size category an International Series 86
tractor gives you more lift capacity than the
competitor. This means you don't need to buy
an extra "lift assist package"
Stop in at your IH Dealer today for your own

Red Power Showdown.

"

With IH, you control the hitch with just two
levers on a handy console —not controls under

Get your own tractor demonstration—
just ask for one where you see this emblem

the seat or outside the Control Center.

at

a participating IH Dealer.

AL

1586

•

H

IH Quick-Coupler lets you hook up
implements from your tractor seat.
It's standard on the 1586 and optional on the
other Series 86 models. Just another way IH
helps you save time.

AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT GROUP
An Operating Group of

Were aimiri to make IH your tractor brand

International Harvester

History repeats itself
in Levi's

Saddlemah Boot Jeans.

fi§ Saddleman.

Hardworking,
durable boot

jeans only Levi's
could make.
Denim, Bedford
Cord, and Twill boot
jeans that fit the

legendary Levi's way
—long, lean and
comfortable. Jeans
constructed to stand

up to the

kind of

life

you lead. With the

same kind of guality
and long wear you've

come to expect
from

Levi's.

Saddleman. Boot
jeans with a sense of
history.

For the

work

you do today.

The TAB and the words

"Levi's'

and "Saddleman"

are registered trademarks of Levi Strauss

Levi's
QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

& o San
i

Francisco.

CA ©1978

Levi Strauss

& Co.

Swinging

A

Big

Wrench
By Jeffrey Tennant

The FFA's most

proficient

mechanic succeeds by
asserting his skill

and

learning from his errors.

Above, Julian troubleshoots
a small engine in his complete farm
he proudly
mechanical
ability has improved both
home and farm.
shop, which, at

shows

left,

off. Julian's

"came from the hip pocket."
Hip pocket capital, mostly earnings
from a handyman job at a local fertilizer plant, bought power tools and mabers,

chinery including an arc welder, drill
press, cement mixer, sanders, grinders
and an air compressor. These became
Julian's workmates as he began to
learn skills from his father and vo-ag

Did it come easy?
dad says I've got a small mind

teachers.

"My

and a big wrench," confides Julian,
smiling warmly about his father's joke.

DOWN

"I've

country of North
Carolina, close to Frog Point and
Bulltown, the little haven of Bucklesberry wakes and sleeps amid tobacco
fields and pine groves.
These are the stomping grounds for

peeve

Julian Brown, last year's national pro-

to

ficiency

in the flat

award winner

in

Agricultural

19-year-old
North
Mechanics. The
Lenoir FFA member declares "everything ends here" when speaking of his
homeplace. Both phone and electric
lines stretch to Julian's house over miles
of land. And sure enough, their span
ends on a pole in the Brown's front
yard.

The Brown

place is not unkempt. In
word, it's organized. The tidiness
could be a direct result of Julian's pet
a

April-May, 1979

realm of farm mechanics.
"The thing I hate most," declares
Julian, "is cleaning up someone's mess
before I can start working. I like to get
busy right away."
Indeed he does. And he has plenty
in the

show

for his efforts, including a

com-

farm shop.
"The shop was a big project," Ju-

plete

admits, his voice filled with the
South. "We started from scratch my
lian

—

—

and I during my sophomore year. We poured the floors, put
walls up. Eventually my brother and I
built shelves and tables, wired, plumbed
and put in equipment."
Acquiring the shop's tools was a major chore. Some items came from famfather, brother

ily

holdings but most, as Julian

remem-

has

wrung

let

me

He'd

real small.
in a bind.

off

many

tinker

Then

on

let

a bolt. But

stuff since

me

go until

he'd help

me

I

I

dad
was
got

out."

his tinkering and
mastery of several
shop areas. In fact, he could probably
handle any problem thrown at him. He's
learned combustion engine repair (small
engines are his favorites), implement
maintenance, carpentry and masonry

Julian

FFA

attributes

work

to

his

among others. FFA has shown the light
on several subjects.
"Not only has vo-ag taught me the
basics," says the award winner, "it has
emphasized safety. You've got to show
on proficiency applications, for instance, that safety is observed in your
practices."

(Continued on Page 21)
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Ingenious
farm implements.
There are all the
usual, boring ways to get
around the farm...
truck, tractor,

what have

you. Then, there's the
Honda way.
Specifically, the

ingenious

The Importance
Of Four-Stroke.
When you're ready

Honda XL

It's a complete
family of four-stroke, onand off-road motorcycles
that could just change
your concept of the

series.

workaday world.

to

buy

a dual-purpose

motorcycle, you've got

two

choices: two-stroke

or four-stroke.

And when

you look

further into the

matter, the preference

becomes

clear.

Ground
an

is

Honda

clearance
impressive

10.4

package. Handlebars,
tank, seat and footpegs
are rubber-mounted to
help make your ride even

inches.

four-stroke technology
offers

well-known

smoother. The XL185S
features an automatic
^decompression system
that

makes

even

starting

easier.

The incredible
XLs. Check
them out today at
your Honda motor-

Honda

cycle dealer's.

Whether it's downtown or down on
the farm, there's one
helps Improve traction

just right for you.

The other

dependability,
quiet operation
and better gas

side of the

coin is equally
impressive. All
three XLs

mileage than
comparable twostroke machines.
For par-

shown

ticulars, take the
XL185S. It's powered by
a strong 180 cc singlecylinder engine coupled
to a smooth-shifting five-

for the

speed transmission. Like
other XLs,

it

here

are fully set

has primary

up

road

your trips into town.
Dependable drum brakes
are fitted front and rear.
for

pointless electronic
Ignitions fire the XL125S
and XL185S.

C.D.l.

Instrumentation, full
lighting, turn signals and
mirrors are part of the

you
any gear with the

kickstarting that lets
start in

clutch disengaged.

The Complete
Machine.
The XL185S

is

built

for the hard knocks. For

example, its long-travel
suspension helps smooth
out the bumpiest road or

most remote

field.

HONDA

GOING STRONG!

AlWayS Wear a helmet and eye
write:

American Honda Motor

Co., Inc., Dept.

protection.

XL75,XLI00S,XU25S and XL185S designed

NF49XL, Box 50, Gardena,

CA

90247. See Yellow Pages

for

for nearest

operator use only. For free brochure,

Honda

dealer.

©

1
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mechanics," says Clonts, reasoning for
his emphasis on shop work. "The biggest demand seems to be in welding.
In vo-ag we can train rural students
shop skills that will help on the farm
or in industry."

Although many of Troy's

FFA mem-

bers excel in mechanical matters, the

atmosphere during school hours

is

not

overly tense or demanding.

"We

an atmosphere that
free and easy,"
explains Clonts. "It's one in which they
maintain

makes students
learn best.

add

to

insist

Tom Schaper won

We

feel

don't expect a student

to the chapter's

that

they

don't

image but we
take

anything

away from it."
Workmanship and good labor hab-

the overall grand champion award at the Missouri

State fair with the masterful craftsmanship found on his hydraulic wagon.

its

are

two good

qualities stressed

by

the veteran advisor, even for students

A

not in project competition. However,
Clonts knows that state fair judges look
for overall quality of structure, degree
of difficulty and grade of "finish," usually paint and trim. Since the judging
criterion is designed to promote high

Chapterful

Of Craftsmen

caliber

construction,

the

members

strive for perfection. In so doing, they

FOOTBALL

and

often

basketball

garner the biggest hunk of laurels
The spotlight focuses

Here, the
field is the

tional agriculture,

now

one of

teach voca-

whom

FFA— a

advises

acquire a knack for creativity. As their
coach puts it, "We don't give them any
plans.

The boys

pull

and make them a

floors or yard-line turf.

tough competitor against the Troy dynasty at the

in Troy, Missouri.

state fair.

able teaching aid

for high schools.

on hardwood
Not always so

Five former students

FFA

gets the attention.

The

the nearby Silex

'em out of the

air

reality."

Clonts admits having a rare and valu-

"There are many job openings for

—

tradition.

(Continued on Page 21)

Missouri State fairgrounds,

the training takes place in the vo-ag
shop, the sport is agricultural mechanics

and the coach

Jesse Clonts.

is

Clonts is something of a legend in
his small midwestern community. In his
33 years as Troy FFA advisor he's
coached his FFA "players" to 11 "best
school" awards in the state fair's farm
mechanics competition, nine straight
since 1969. Last year the chapter cap-

tured 12 individual purple (champion)
awards for best entries, including the
overall grand

champion

metalwork-

in

ing.

Metalworking is the chapter's forte.
Looking through the projects one finds
gooseneck and hydraulic trailers, round
bale

carriers,

scraper blades,

loading

chutes, log splitters, pickup racks

other

gleaming

creations

Receiving plaques of achievement
bers entered 31 shop projects
lars

in

prize

in

is

old hat for the Troy FFA. Last year,

the state

fair,

mem-

winning over one thousand dol-

money. Below, award winners stand before the Wall of Fame.

and

—obviously,

elbow
Besides
grease, what's behind all the work?
The local newspaper once wrote, the
members are "students of Jesse Clonts
undertakings.

major

and that says it all."
Clonts developed his teaching
over years of working at shop
specifically welding.

Upon

ability
skills,

joining the

Army

in the 40's, he saw that "the
world operated on steel." Fittingly, his
first and only other teaching job started
in Steelville, Missouri.

Since then,

gone

to

jobs

many
in

of his students have
and private

industry

business as mechanics and
16

craftsmen.
The National
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TECHNICAL SCHOOL
one of over 140 advanced job

Work

After high school,

Learn on modern equipment.

skills.

beside professionals.

j

AIR FORCE. A chance

work toward an Associate Degree— and a good salary.
AIR FORCE ROTC. Scholarships pay full tuition. $100 a

month tax

free.

Books and lab fees.

AIR FORCE
'

*^P"!»

•

COMMUNITY COLLEGE OFTHE

excellence.

If

ACADEMY

An education

you think you've got what

it

of unparalleled

takes, give

it

a

try.

AIR FORCE OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL After college,
you can put what you've learned to use— and learn more.
AIR FORCE RESERVE. Stay at home. Serve your country
'

part time. Earn an extra paycheck.

GO AHEAD.
attached card. Or

.

.

Talk to your Air Force recruiter. Mail in the

call toll free

800-523-5000 (PA: 800-362-5696).
'

Get going today
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We can get you to where you want to go.

A GREAT WAY OF LIFE.

>4IR
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Leigh

Ann Janes, FFA member

of Walnut, MissisLast October, this young woman produced
a 304.49 bushel yield with Funk's G-4848. Hertowering
yield topped the former FFA record, set in 1955, of
304.38 bushels, which was also grown with a Funk's
G-Hybrid.
Leigh Ann joins an elite group of Funk's G growers
who have produced ten of the world's 12 recorded 300bushel yields— and she's the first woman in the
sippi did

it!

world to do so.
Breaking the 300-bushel mark has been just
one of the many goals in Leigh Ann's life. She

owns

nine Herefords and hopes to

show

heifers this year. An honor student at Walnut High
School, she looks forward to college and a career in
journalism or law.
Funk Seeds International is proud to salute Leigh
Ann Janes and her generation of FFA farmers. These
young adults are proving that ambitious goals of higher
crop production can indeed be reached through sound
agronomic practices, tender loving care and proper
high-yield hybrid selection.

FUNK'S

Funk sis brand nai
Number; dent.fy va
i

Th

The Producers
of Rink's G-Hybrids.

the

on
Fu

sll

mitation of warranty and
tag attached to each
is a pa

th e

lk S G-Hybrids sold
ter T1S of sale thereof.

emedy
bag of
:

of the

9148FP

HYBRID

The world yield leader.

Swinging a Big Wrench
FFA
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competition.
participation
tural

challenged

also

though,

Ironically,

Some deer slug

with

Julian

hunters might
not have heard
about Weaver's

his

on the chapter agriculmechanics team was a fluke.

loved parliamentary procedure,"
"In my senior year we
lost in the district contest, which put
us out for the year. The mechanics
team placed high enough to go to state
but a boy quit not long after. My advisor asked if I'd be on the team. 1
agreed and started studying two months
before the contest."
To say the least, he came through.
The "rookie" led the team to a first
place finish at the state event, claiming
"I

recalls Julian.

1100/870

Scope/ Mount
System.

But he has.

award for himself.
mechanshould take introductory courses and

the high individual

"Anyone wanting
ics

join

FFA,"

learn

how

to get into

"Anybody can
But to get a job in

offers Julian.
to weld.

the market today,

it

takes leadership

training."

To back

FFA
Julian respects his tools and practices
rules of safety in his total

farm shop.

on a
catch Julian laboring in

list

of

chapter president, district and federation officer
and competition in numerous judging

contests.

You won't

advice, Julian's

his

includes

activities

Now

he's

got

his

sights

set

state post.

Bucklesberry's

son

favorite

is

cur-

the shop without a pair of safety glass-

rently knee-deep in studies of biolog-

strapped on his head. Safety shields
and guards are evident on every piece
Approved
equipment.
of
power
grounds, electrical breakers and threepronged plugs were installed in a total
home and shop renovation which began with Julian's enrollment in FFA.

engineering and machinery design
at
North Carolina State University.
Someday he hopes to breed a new strain
of corn or increase farm machinery
efficiency. Whatever happens, Julian
proves every day that his pounds of
sense outweigh his wrench.

es

A

Chapterful of Craftsmen
(Continued from page 16)

may be

the best thing

of people can

"The
their

of former students
wanting to do better than
dads," he says, as if he remembers
children

in here

each generation. "We take pictures of
every project for showing at banquets

and

for

the

achievements

know

their

paper. All the
recognized.

are

projects

will

be

boys'

They

exposed

workmanship comes naturally."
For the cream of the crop, a "Wall

so good

Fame"

of

serves

as

a

hanging place

for photographs of students
at least a

ing

purple award

at the fair. Plac-

any state contest
on the Wall.

first in

a spot

who won

also

means

Indicative of the chapter's involve-

ment in many activities, Clonts quips,
"Soon we may have to put up another
wall, or put pictures on the ceiling."
For newcomers to shop work, Clonts
suggests "taking courses in those areas

they want to do most. Start with simple ventures and work up. Ingenuity
April-May, 1979

we

work but

teach. Lots

solving prob-

what education's all about. In
a job, one must be able to rely solely
on his own resources and ideas."
Safety is a major issue for the Troy
FFA. Students must master shop rules
during their freshman and sophomore
years and apply them continually.
"We tell them two things," assures
Clonts. "They only have two eyes and
can't grow another one. Secondly, they
only have one life and death lasts a long
lems

come

Now with brilliant new SL'II™

finish.

ical

is

time. In professional mechanics,

if

your

paramount you'll
no matter how good you are."

practice of safety isn't
get fired,

Whether deer slug hunting is
mandatory in your state, or
specialized shotgun hunting
your thing, the 1100/870

is

Scope/Mount System was made
The system comes preassembled with Weaver's K 1.5
or K2.5 with Dual X reticle,
and can be installed on your
Remington 1100 or 870 shotgun
for you.

with only a screwdriver.
Discover the unlimited
advantages of Weaver's 1100/870
Scope/Mount System at your
nearest dealer. It's the one that
makes the woods a smaller place
to hide.

Building students' character is another Clonts endeavor. He does it by
sharing his talent and time. Fact is, you
won't see his picture here because he
would "rather the space be used for stu-

dent recognition."
To be sure, the FFA brings honor to
Troy. But the football team is bound to
do well, too. At least when they play
at home
on Clonts Field.

—

Weaver Scope
1100/870 Svstem
For

Y9 catalog, send 50 c
Dept. 93,

to: \V. R.

El Paso, Texas

Weaver Co..
79915
21

All the teams mention dedication to
practice as important but the first place

meats team from Osage, Iowa, advises,
"Have fun while you work." Pick an
area you will enjoy.

need to succeed

The

will then

effort you'll

be a pleasure,

not a pain. Self-confidence, discipline
and "a certain amount of luck" were
listed as needed elements for gaining
an advantage.
If your team has the proper attitude
and a goal to win, you're on your way.
Between you and the crown, though,
lies the tough part
preparation.
Count on putting in the hours. The
top crew in farm business management
racked up over 135 hours of individual
study to win for their Whitko, Indiana,
Chapter. In all cases, teams trained
out of the classroom, often on Saturdays and in summer. One team judged
stock at roadside farms on their way
to Kansas City.
Who do you go to for help? One
winner said their advisor insisted the
members drill on their own "because
it stuck in our minds better." Advisors

—

know
a

If

team competes

in

the national contest,

its

members are expert

judges.

that

when

the contest starts, they

wait outside.

Local businesses, former team memFFA Alumni, packing plants and
books all helped the groups master their
area. Field trips proved invaluable to
the poultry winners from Neosho, Missouri. The team covered miles to learn
from university staffs, local farmers and
processing plants. Back-to-back crowns
in poultry judging were reaped from
bers,

Words from

the Winners

The national judging champs voice opinion
on what makes up a first place team what it's
;

like to

win and practice, practice, practice.

their efforts.

By Jeffrey Tennant

FINDING

bloodspots, examining the
marble, sizing up an udder, checking out the chuck, smacking on cheese,
troubleshooting, pounding on a calculator and peering at a plant.
Many FFA members decide to become the best at doing one or more of
the above. They often spend years in
training and preparation to master these

and related
judging

activities

competition.

contest hands

down

its

found

in

FFA

Eventually, one
decision and the

come forward.
Each year the national

best

tests

in

Kansas

City,

FFA

Missouri,

conyield

champs of judging poultry, meats,
dairy cattle, livestock and dairy products.
meet the tops at mechanickin',
the

We

ence of our lives," say team members
from the Mt. Nebo, Utah, Chapter. Behigh placings in state
and national competition prompted a
sides the thrill,

new ag-mechanics

1978 national
convention, a meeting which featured
the President of the United States and
countless attractions.

Everyone knows it'd be great to win
a national event but few ever do it.
For those who do, one criterion seems
evident. The Purdy, Missouri, dairy cattle judges share the secret.

"Winning the contest was

ting a goal

"Winning first place in the national
Agricultural Mechanics contest made
the week the most memorable experi22

at first a

recall. "Evenseem so impossible and, finally, we had a goal."
Dreams are the stuff of which goals
are made. In the case of each winner,
a goal was set and victory resulted. Set-

far fetched

culminate in a national contest. Out of
those thousands, who all win in one way
or another, only a select few can claim
one.

their

All the teams consider becoming aces

tually the

number

for

as the highlight of their

and green thumbin' in agricultural mechanics, farm business management and horticulture.
Last year, 92,364 members participated in one of eight team events that
figgeria'

facility

school.

dream," they

dream

is

didn't

easy; but reaching

it?

"Hard work, dedication and the proper

say the
champs in milk quality and dairy foods.
The Licking, Missouri, members add "a
person receives in proportion to what he
gives. Give a lot, get a lot."
attitude

are

essential,"

Naturally the road to nationals is not
an easy one. Without exception, teams
advanced from high district placings to

win the

state event.

Once

qualified, the

question of securing trip

finances to

Kansas City was answered in numerous
ways. State and National Foundation
monies were supplemented by funds
from chapter projects, local school districts and team members' pocketbooks.
Getting there is only half the battle.
national winners all agreed their
final contest was exceptionally tough

The

and well-ordered. One winner asserted
"a team must be well-informed, sharp
on its skills and auick to react" to have
a chance for triumph.

Discouragement

is

biggest foe you'll face.

very

The

likely

the

art of not

if you want
The Mt. Nebo Chap-

giving up must be learned

win

to

in judging.

won Utah's state mechanics contest
14 times before taking nationals, an
event they placed second in five consecutive years. Advisor Jay Dalley says
"simple little errors always prevented
ter

us from getting first."
If

you want

to

excel in

FFA

con-

leave a stone unturned.
You'll find that increasing your own
knowledge is the best way to heighten
your team's chances of success.
tests,

don't

The National

FUTURE FARMER

GOODYEAR AND
"PTT STOP" SERVICE. ALL YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT FARM TIRES.
Operating the farm is your business.
Taking care of your tires is the business
of Goodyear and your "Pit Stop"
Service man.
Together they deliver a complete
package of quality Goodyear farm tires,
and fast, friendly, on-farm service and
advice.

The "Pit Stop" man can service any
vehicle on your farm. And if he has to
replace a tire, he'll do it from the most
complete line in the industry. Goodyear.
Next time you have tire trouble, call
your "Pit Stop" Service man. He'll take
care of the tires, so you can take care of
your business.

April-May, 1979
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FFA Officers on a Japanese farm tour. From left, Mr.
Clarke Nelson, Carnation executive and past chairman of
FFA Foundation Sponsoring Committee; Kevin Drane, Kelly

Grant, Dean Norton; Mr. Sato and Mr. Yomomata, dairy
in Japan; Mark Sanborn, Elvin Caraway, Jeff Rudd
Mr. Tanaka, National Institute of Animal Health.

farmers

and

National FFA Officers

Take a Look At

MPAH
The National Officers participated in meetings
and briefing sessions throughout the week where
they learned about Japanese agriculture and
business. These included the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry,
Mitsui

& Company,

an agricultural

experiment station (above),
several companies in Kobe and the
U. S. Embassy.

Tourists

in

Tokyo.

Monday was

used

for a tour of the city of Tokyo.

Kamimura, Mitsui &
helped make
arrangements for the week-long
visit to Japan. He kept the group
informed about Japanese culture,
history, agriculture and business.
Mr.

Eiichi

Company

24

(far left),

By Wilson Carries

—
a.m. and snow was falling
IT wasthe6:15
National FFA Center. Not
at

exactly the kind of weather you would
choose for starting a trip but the National

FFA

were there with

Officers

bags packed. Fourteen time zones and
8,046 miles later, they were in Tokyo
trying to learn a different language, eat
with chopsticks, riding on the left side
of the road and learning about Japan's

and agriculture.

culture, business

The February 10-17
tory making event for

trip

was a

his-

FFA.

This
was the first time a country overseas
had been included on the annual National Officers' Tour schedule and the
first time all six National Officers had
traveled to a country overseas together.
the

trip was over, the
were to know a lot more about
one of the Amerthe country of Japan
ican farmer's best customers and Mitsui

Before the week-long
officers

—

(Continued on Page 26)

American soybeans were being
unloaded in the background of this
picture (above)

Food
is

made at

Industries complex.

Coleman

Harris,

FFA

secretary and far right

the

At

Kobe
left

executive

is

Wilson

Carnes, editor of The National

FUTURE FARMER, who were
also on the trip.

Japan has

a surplus of rice.

Packages of rice were handed out on
the streets of Tokyo (at left) as
part of a promotion by the Ministry
of Agriculture. Leaflets containing
recipes were also distributed.
Consumption of rice is declining
as the Japanese eating habits change
to a more varied diet.

After meeting with some of the

and advisors of the Future
Farmers of Japan at Tokyo Horticulture
High School, the FFA group toured
the school grounds and posed for
this picture in the greenhouse.
The FFJ has 151,292 members;
101,168 boys and 43,960 girls
officers

enrolled

in

full-time courses;

and 4,3 2 boys and
1

in

April-May, 1979

1

,852 girls

part-time courses.

time plus the fact that

Japan Tour
(Continued from Page 25)

& Company,

Ltd.,

company

the

that

handled the arrangements for the trip.
The National FFA Officers are
President Mark Sanborn, Ohio; Secretary Kelly Grant, Missouri; and Vice
Presidents Jeff Rudd, North Carolina;

Elvin Caraway, Texas; Dean Norton,
Tennessee; and Kevin Drane, Indiana.

FFA

staff

Coleman

members on

Harris,

FFA

the trip were
executive secre-

The

tary and Wilson Carnes, editor of

National

FUTURE FARMER.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarke Nelson. Mr. Nelson is the executive vice president of
Carnation Company and the immediate
past chairman of the FFA Foundation
Sponsoring Committee and a person
who helped originate the tour.
Jet lag became a meaningful term to
14-hour difference in
the officers.

A

—

told.

that people-to-land ratio, farms are

quite small averaging about 2.8 acres.

Only

about 13.5 percent (650,000) of Japan's
farmers are full-time farmers with the remainder part-time farmers who usually

work

in

some type of

industry. Yields in

Japan are high because of the intensive
land use. Still Japan must import over 50
percent of her food.
Japan has few natural resources and
must import nearly all of her oil, coal and
most of her other raw materials. Yet the
country is a highly industrialized nation
whose people enjoy a high standard of
living. Japan's money
the yen
is
considered very strong in the money markets
of the world.
Japan's farm population makes up 25
percent of her total population but only
16 percent of Japan's land area is suitable for agriculture. In fact, we were told

—

that

we have more land under

—

26

were told that Japan

marrying a farmer and working on

The

visit

to

Mitsui's

quarters gave the officers
into

international

trade.

Tokyo headsome insight
First

it

was

lunch in the cafeteria with Mitsui office workers, a very special treat. Then
came several briefings about the company and its world-wide operations. In
the Telex room, the officers got a look
at the communication system of a large

Computers and satellites
are used to communicate with Mitsui
offices throughout the world. Most mescorporation.

sages are received within a couple of

minutes after being fed into the computer. The most inconvenient path is
between Johannesburg and Rio de Janerio, but they have ensured that these
two areas can be linked in less than
five minutes.

At

the

skirts

of

Yomomata farm on

with Mr.

Tokyo,

the

Yomomata,

the out-

officers

visited

a dairy farmer,
hectares

who had 47 cows and two

of land. He produces as
of his feed as he can and purchases the rest, much of which comes
(five acres)

much

About Mitsui
Mitsui

& Company,

Ltd.,

Tokyo, handled

FFA

trip.

will help

you

arrangements in Japan for the

A

profile of this

company

understand international trade.
Mitsui was established in 1876 and

Hard

is

the largest general trading company in the
world, trading in almost everything according to a company source. The company is especially strong in agricultural
and food products. Mitsui has 142 offices
overseas with 13 of them in the United
States. Turnover during the year ending
March, 1978, was $45.5 billion which compares with General Motors at $59.9 billion.
comparison of figures is somewhat misleading, however, because Mitsui is a trading company, not an industrial manufac-

A

turer,

and handles the marketing of prod-

ucts rather than manufacturing them.

company does
tures,

The

invest in manufacturing ven-

however.

Of

the $4 billion agricultural and food
products Japan imported from the United
in 1977, Mitsui handled about 15
percent of the total. Mitsui purchases
grain from all corners of the globe, but the
main source of grain is the central region
of the United States.
One of Mitsui's most recent acquisitions
in the United States is the purchase of
seven inland grain elevators and the lease
for one seaboard elevator. The seven inland elevators have a total annual capacity
of 1.75 million tons. These elevators are
located at Heloise, Tennessee; Dorena,
Missouri; Chillicothe, Henry and Peoria,

States

Hartley and Denison, Iowa. The
seaboard elevator, which has an annual ca-

Illinois;

of 5 million tons, is in Reserve,
Louisiana, just outside of New Orleans.
pacity

from the United States. Alfalfa pellets,
which usually range from around $85
to $90 a ton in the United States, cost
this farmer about $200 a ton. And he
was being paid about twice as much for
his

milk as dairy farmers in the U.S.

receive.

the Sato
ation.

A

We

walked a short distance to
farm and found a similar situfarm with 70 cows and 5 hec-

(12.5 acres) of land. The Satos
produce about half their feed and buy
the remainder from the United States.
Both farms had Holsteins and some
bloodlines could be traced to the United
tares

States.

(Continued on Page 28)

cultivation

here in America producing for Japan's
needs than Japan has. The American farmers supply 80 percent of Japan's soybeans,
50 percent of her corn, 45 percent of her
wheat and 20 percent of her cotton needs.
Putting it another way, Japan provides
a market for 13 percent of our wheat
exports, 20 percent of our soybeans, 25
percent of our feed grains, 22 percent of
our livestock and livestock products. This
is about 20 percent of the United States
ag exports, and is worth about $4 billion
a year. Even so, the United States has an
overall trade deficit with Japan of over
$11 billion i.e., we buy that much more
from Japan than we sell to Japan.

—

We

has a surplus of rice, citrus and dairy
products. The Ministry of Agriculture is
attempting to switch farmers to other
crops but they have difficulty with
crops such as wheat for example, because of the rainfall which is particularly heavy at harvest time. Officials
also spoke of social problems such as
the young man who remains on the
farm has difficulty in getting married
because most girls prefer life in the city
the farm.

Japan is a country smaller than California
half
but with a population of 114 million
the number of people in the United States.
"What is Japan's biggest problem?" we
asked. "Space" was the answer we got.
Enough land for a parking space for just
one car at a supermarket would cost about

we were

of the city was the only scheduled acday.
The first official stop on the tour was
a visit to the Ministry of Agriculture

tivity for the officers that

to

JAPAN

With

crossed

one off schedule.
Sunday was an off day to "adjust"
and at 3:00 a.m. Kevin Drane was
walking the streets of Tokyo because
he couldn't sleep. Tokyo streets were
safe at night we were told and found
this to be true. Sunday was "Founders
Day" in Japan, a national holiday which
was observed on Monday, so a bus tour

and Forestry.

Joining the group in Tokyo and traveling with them most of the week were

$125,000 in Tokyo,

we had

the international dateline threw every-

hats were required for a visit through the sugar refinery at Kobe.

.

FFA member Dave

River and father, Ross. Maquoketa, Iowa.

How to make the family farm
•

tt

another family.

You like life on the farm. You like the
And you like to see the results of your work.
Chances are, you've thought about how you and
your dad might make room on the farm for another family someday
your family.
When that happens, you'll have two ways to go.
You can expand outward. But, how easy is it going to be
to buy or rent more land? And then farm it?
Or, you could make your farm grow on the same
Your family.
freedom.

—

amount

land with a Harvestore®system. The Harvestore system allows you to harvest more of what you
grow, make milk, beef or pork with more of what you
store, and handle more livestock with the ease of
push-button automation.
Read how others are expanding up with the HarYou're
vestore system. Write for a new, free book
Ready. Write today.
of

.

.

.

Yes, I'd like to learn how a Harvestore system has helped
others to expand up.

NAME
ADDRESS

COUNTY

CITY

.

STATE

PHONE NUMBER

ZIP

YEAR

.

IN

SCHOOL

TYPE OF OPERATION

,

(dairy, beei. hog)

Mail this

A.O. Smith Harvestore Products. Inc.

coupon to:
Box 395, Arlington Heights.

III.

60006

HARVESTORE
A

SMITH HARVESTORE PRODUCTS, INC

I

to visit

(Continued from Page 26)

The
tion of

big job of feeding the populaJapan was well illustrated at the

Tokyo Central Wholesale Market. The
market is designed to distribute
wholesale perishable foodstuffs, such
as raw fish and shellfish, processed macentral
at

products,

rine

and

much

eggs,

meat

vegetables,

fruit,

of which

sold at auc-

is

between 5 and 10 o'clock in the
morning. The market is under the guidance and supervision of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry and the Tokyo
Metropolitan government.
tion

A

trip highlight

Kobe, nearly 500 miles away,
an industrial complex. This is
the fastest train in the world and reportedly reaches speeds of 125 miles an
hour. Because of this, we were able to
^go down in the morning, tour most of
the day and arrive back in Tokyo shorttrain to

Japan Tour

was riding the

bullet

ly after

seven o'clock that night.

The Kobe Food

Industries complex is
on an area of land reclaimed from the
sea between 1953 and 1970 at a cost of
$2 million. It was here that the officers
saw one of the most modern and effi-

food processing operations in the
world. Mitsui & Company, Ltd., bought
a portion of the land and invited food
cient

companies associated with Mitsui such
as a sugar refinery, flour mill, fishery,

Sanborn: "Before going to Japan, I
tended to think in terms of my own
area, my own state and my own country. But once you travel abroad, you
that

agriculture

faces

great

chal-

worldwide. This
broadening of perspective is important
to us as agriculturists and people. There
are great challenges to be met in world
agriculture. Most Future Farmers of
America aren't aware of the great oplenges

and obstacles

portunities that are in international ag-

— career

Although we are separated by thousands
of miles from the Future Farmers of

riculture

opportunities.

Japan (FFJ), we have basic interests
and objectives as a youth organization
to develop ourselves as agriculturists, leaders and people able to cooperate and work together. Having seen the
kind of interest other people have in
America and its agriculture makes me
feel more responsible to the world as a
whole. It makes me more aware of our

—

global role."

Grant: "I was impressed most with the
attitude of the Japanese toward life.

Everyone from

taxi drivers to waitresses

to officials in industry

and government

stance, in their farming of the orange

they literally take mountains, cut
plateaus out and plant the trees on the
plateaus all the way up the mountain.
They are very space conscious. The trip
was beneficial to broaden my knowledge of the world's agriculture, cultures
and people."
trees,

Rudd: "The efficiency of the Japanese
people impressed me the most. They
even had a buzzer on an elevator that
stayed open too long.

To me, the most interesting aspect
of the Japanese people is the way they
are able to cooperate and also compete
very intensively. For instance, they have
a large number of people involved in
service occupations. An average restaurant may have two or three times
number

of employees than an American restaurant, just to serve the peo-

the

there.

all

workers

icans and in living in general. I found
most interesting the Kobe industry complex built out in the ocean. Most im-

that

is the fact that the entire complex was put together by people putting
plans into action. The Japanese are able
to plot out things and plan their fu-

tures.

We

FFA

in

should sometimes do

the same."

Caraway:

"I

was impressed most by

the friendliness and hospitality of the
Japanese. I also found that Japan and
the United States have a lot in common. I went to Japan thinking their
way of life would be behind ours but
in many ways, they're more
advanced. We can learn from them as
we hope they can learn from us. As we
traveled to Japan, our perspectives were
broadened. I would encourage all FFA
members to take advantage of their op-

found that

expand their horizons,
not only within the United States, their
home and communities, but worldwide."
Norton: "I was impressed most by the
portunities

to

people in Japan. They received us so

Another

point is
at the
same starting pay, whether a person begins as a waitress, janitor or accountple

I

in a

would

interesting

company begin

stress to

international

FFA members

agriculture

is

very

important. American agriculture is big,
but agriculture is not just America. We
depend on the Japanese people to supply us with goods and act as a market
for our American products. The two
countries complement each other very
well. I benefited a great deal from the
trip. It opened my mind to the importance of looking at things from a wider
perspective, from different points of
view."

Drane: "The things that impressed me
most about Japan is their technology. I
went with the concept they were rice
farmers but I was shocked to find that
the farmers average 2.8 acres of land.
However, the land is used to the full-

They

are very efficient with
everything they have.
One thing I learned from the trip is not
est extent.

preconceived ideas about a
country like Japan or the people. I
learned to not stereotype people. I hope
to share some of the things I saw on
this trip with other FFA members."
to

believe

some way. For example, Konan Fu-

to's facilities

warm. They want to help you as much
as they can. They want to make the
best of everything they have. For in-

ant.

expressed an interest in us as

pressive

28

there.

in

They're very kind, friendly and

well.

Amer-

all

and others to establish industries
Space does not allow a detailed
description of how this complex oper-

oil mill

ates but the industries are inter-related

Quotes From Your National Officers

see

Large radish at the vegetable market.

provide for the unloading

of ocean going bulk carriers, silo storage, warehousing and soybean sorting

an efficient serwhich established plants at this complex. The companies are linked by conveyor belts.
While we were there, soybeans from
New Orleans were being unloaded from
facilities, all

of which

is

vice to the food industries

a ship.
In 1970, these companies agreed to
establish

jointly

Konan

Utility

Com-

pany, Ltd., with Mitsui being the major
share holder. The utility company supplies steam, water, electricity, gas and
other common requirements to the companies concerned. The utility company
also treats sewage and other polluted
matters, manages a common burglar
and fire alarm system and handles other

common
hibits

needs.

One

of their prize ex-

was goldfish swimming

in

the

container of treated waste water to
show how clean it was before being dislast

charged into the sea.
At the U.S. Embassy, the National
Officers got their final briefing on trade

They were also told that
in Tokyo is the largest
U.S. Embassy in the world.
The last scheduled event on the Japan
with Japan.

embassy

the

tour was a buffet dinner with officials
of Mitsui. By this time the officers were
using chopsticks with ease and the Mitsui executives spoke English very well,

was a most pleasant occasion. To
FFA's appreciation, President
Mark Sanborn presented a plaque to
Mitsui for their hospitality and assisso

it

show

tance in planning the tour. Mitsui executives Mr. Yoshihiko Itami and Mr.
Mizutami accepted for the company.
In his remarks Mr. Itami told the

quoting a Dr.

officers,

wrote

common

Johnson who

"He

talked with an unanimation of traveling into dis-

in 1778,

mind was enand that an acquisition of
dignity of character was derived from
it." This was his wish for the FFA officers as their tour of Japan came to an
tant countries; that the

larged by

it,

end.
The National
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comes with the job.

Whether you're launching jets
from a carrier or running the
power plant of a guided missile
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As plans progressed
cided

Putting

on a
Pig

Sale
THE

World Feeder Pig
came up at the West
in Iowa in October of
hog buyer spoke at a

idea for a

Sale

first

FFA

Marshall

1977, when a
chapter meeting.

The idea was a show and sale for the
community. So the chapter decided they
would like to tackle the big job and set
their first show and sale date for
December of that year, since that was
the time many farmers would have
hogs of the correct size. The event
proved highly successful, prompting the
chapter to repeat the show on an annual basis. The most recent show unfolded March 31, 1979, but the real
task was the development of the very
first sale.

Senior Al Knuth did much of the
work in deciding which commit-

to

call

the

the chapter de-

project

World

the

Feeder Pig Show and Sale since the
chapter welcomed exhibitors and buyers from all over the world.
Some of the rules for the show and
sale were pigs must be from 30 to 70
pounds, a pen consisted of 20 pigs and
the entry fee was $2 per pig. Classes
were split by weight and all had to be
sold. All pigs were checked upon arrival
by a veterinarian, Dr. Jon Witt. All exhibitors were required to sign a state-

ment

certifying the health of their herd.

bers.

After the pigs were shut in pens, a
group of members would ear-tag them
while another group would receive the
entry fee, record ear-tag numbers and
weights.
classes

After

had

all

the

pigs

arrived,

to be divided, assigned

and

posted.

During the show, members were in
charge of getting pigs to and from the

show

moving the pigs around
These same functions had
to be performed during the sale. Also
connected with the sale was maintaining
ring and

in the ring.

champion and grand champion were

a record of prices, buyers, sellers,
weights and receiving checks and pay-

donated

ing sellers.

All trophies for class winners, reserve

through

an

area feeder pig
feed salesman
also donated 200 pounds of feed to the
top buyer at the sale. The prize money
was paid for by entry fees.
Just prior to the show and sale addi-

company and an area

reminding hog producers
sent out Entry
forms were also sent along with rulebooks to those interested.

tional letters

of our project were

.

The night before the show, members
gathered at the fairgrounds to set up
and prepare. The next morning pens
began coming in quite early so members
were at the fairgrounds by 6:30 a.m.
There were many duties that members
were required to perform. Helping unload pigs, weighing them in, and paint
branding were all duties done by mem-

Then members were needed to help
load buyers' pigs and clean up the fairgrounds. Throughout the day an announcer informed the people of any
changes and of various happenings.
The first annual West Marshall FFA
World Feeder Pig Show and Sale was
on December 3, 1977, at the Central
Iowa fairgrounds in Marshalltown,
Iowa. Eight exhibitors showed ten pens
of 20 feeder pigs each.
There were four classes of pigs, decided by a division of weights. First
place in each class received $15 and
second received $10. Each class winner
also received a trophy.
The sale began at 1 :00 p.m. with
(Continued on page 34)

early

would work in different areas of
show and sale. Steering committee for the show was the supervised
farming committee with Chairman
Dwight Papenberg being named as show
and sale superintendent. This committee
was in charge of seeing that other committees carried out their jobs, setting up
various work crews for the actual show
and sale, finding judges, an auctioneer,
a veterinarian, a place for the show and
sale and setting up health requirements
and other rules.
The public relations committee was

tees

the

first

charge of printing flyers to be sent
youth organizations across the state.
These flyers were also sent to sale barns
and hog producers in Iowa and neighin

to

boring states.
This committee also worked on printing rulebooks to be sent to exhibitors,
buyers and hog producers expressing interest in the show. These books contained general information concerning
time, location, health requirements and
judges',

Months of planning culminated

in

the

early morning arrival of trailer-loads
of stock,

unloaded by the members.

After the weigh-in and
stock,

branding of

members were responsible

moving the animals through the

for

sale.

A county fairgrounds showring served as the first sale site. Many buyers attended the event, with the chapter taking a four percent commission on each sale.

veterinarians' and' auctioneers'

names. The rules for the show and sale
were given in this book. The book was
paid for by the advertising of various
agribusinesses in our community.
The earnings and savings committee
was in charge of having a concession
stand on the grounds the day of the
show and sale. Hot chocolate, doughnuts and candy bars were sold.
30
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From the easy-going
good ol' boys comes
the hardest-hitting
Tt\
R on earth
22LR
earth.
It's

ricochet with Stinger's bullet. It's
more likely to break apart than

called Stinger.

And it's more than a
can opener.
a

It

opens up

whole new world

bounce

all that extra velocity
Stinger shoot flatter, so it
ends up closer to where you aim.

high velocity shooting
for 22 owners.

With 25% more
locity than

makes

ve-

At 100 yards, for instance, it
hops 3 '//less than a regular 22LR.

any kind of

ammo they could shoot
before.

off a rock.

And

of

25 per cent.

Pretty fast company
to keep. And pretty bad

news

REGULAR 22LR

for whatever's in

Think about

%
M

is a completely
kind of 22LR,the good ol'
boys decided it should look completely different. So they dressed it
up pretty in a shiny nickel plated
case. And packed it in rattleproof plastic boxes of 50.

Since Stinger

Stinger's way.

good

~"~

different

it.

The

boys' Stinger
zips along 3 50 feet
per second quicker
than an ordinary 22LR.
It even sounds quicker.
ol'

Regular 22's go off with a
crack.' But with Stinger,

hvdocit ,

mee ts

Stinger meets

,,,,,

can of

a full

a full
at

pop at 25 yds.
more like a "CR-A-ACK!
And you don't need some fancy

it's

can of pop
25 -yds.

And a newly-designed bullet

(a little

lighter than usual).

That extra powder gives the bullet extra oomph. But Stinger's every

They want you to know you're
welcome to go get a box. Right now.

And

then go get a can.

Load up on ammo info.
Just send a buck to The good ol'
boys, P.O. Box 856, Dept. NF5-79,
Lewiston, Idaho 83501. And they'll
shoot you back their new Ammunition Guide, plus a decal and a CCI
shooter's patch.

MV 1335
ft.

per sec.

MV 1685

SAME
LENGTH

ft.

per sec.

your chamber as reguIt's whatever's on the
receiving end that isn't so safe.

bit as safe in
lar

gun to shoot it. If your rifle or
handgun is chambered for 22LR,
it's chambered for Stinger.
So how'd the boys at Lewiston
come up with this one, you ask? It
wasn't

easy,

They

they

grin.

ammo.

22

You

see, Stinger's bullet is the

good

ol'

With

five little corners at the tip to

boys' Penta-Point type.

help the lead peel back. And, in effect, explode on impact.
/ 7"~\

—

making an extra- So what you hit stays hit.
(This can of pop could tell
long brass case. Then they filled it
up with a special longer-burning
you all about it.)
There's even less danger
powder (a little more than usual).
started off

Suggested

retail

price $1 .95 per box.

Sporting Equipment
Division

OMARK

(•)
\^_^/
of

INDUSTRIES
Snake River Avenue, Lewiston, Idaho 83501

Get the whole shootin' match from the good ol' boys: CCI primers and ammo, Speer bullets and

RCBS reloading tools.

—

A
PROUD

MY
FFA has exerted imINmense,
memorable, lasting impact
ranking near the influence of upbringing and home environment. I recall as if
it

were yesterday, that

assignment

at the

my

feet for just

few nervous, agonizing minutes. But
enough to begin a long apprenticeship
a

"leadership

in

LEGACY

speech

Winnsboro (Texas)

father-son banquet, on

FFA

FFA

first

training."

And

this

is

from

surely everyone's primary benefit

proud FFA legacy.
That such a trail could ultimately
lead to the Texas State presidency points
up one of the great teachings of FFA:
a

worldly goals are within reach. Often,

all

FFA

provides a young person's

first

ex-

the

circle.

More than anything

experiences

help prove

else,

him

to

accomplishment

work of ordinary people

is

by

fired

extraordinary motivation.

Gradually, a Future Farmer realizes
that he

blessed with something denied
working knowledge of professions dedicated to producing life for a
is

to most:

FUTURE FARMER.

—from Howard

Strother in 1929 to Elvin

Caraway

in

—you

1977

have also called for something much greater: a person who
would, in a very real sense, function

an extension of your own being. For

travelling goodwill

organization.

a year of unbelieve-

It is

ably hard, tiring

becomes a
ambassador for the

work and long

very few of which he can

days,

own.
That he becomes something of a
celebrity in the process is far from the
primary force that drives a young person to seek and discharge such a de-

manding

call his

The

responsibility.

office

in life with a

a kind of evangelist for the organiza-

the

professions

of

agriculture

genuine understanding of

nature and a true appreciation
respect
a

—even

—for honest, hard work. This

legacy

that

long

lingers

after

a
is

the

FFA contests and conand eventually becoming a
blueprint for the journey of life and
the challenge of making a living while
also making a contribution.
Fortunately, FFA advisors have always seemed to have sufficient insight
into the character and aspirations of
young people to realize the advantage,
final

hurrahs of

ventions,

perhaps the necessity of real responsibility granted early in life. Perhaps above
all, FFA advisors ask
and insist that
Future Farmers heed the inner conviction that whispers to all who will listen:
"Anything worth doing at all is worth
doing right."
So it is that, in both philosophy and
practice, FFA stands tall to manifest the
"American Dream" itself: You can be

—

—

which you believe yourself destined, provided you find a way to serve
that

motto:

".

to Serve."

w

lected a state president

and agribusiness. Even more important,
the Future Farmer comes to grips early

others in the process!
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banner of
and
newer vistas. It is a most humbling experience for me to stand before you and
so many of your past state presidents
simply because of a chronological coincidence that I happened to serve during
FFA's Silver Anniversary Year.
But, every year that you have sethe office into ever wider horizons

seems to instill its own motivation: a
complex force that both clears a path
and lights the way.
Keeping that force means becoming

living,

actively

a long line of

state presidents to carry the

as

that all worthwhile

involved in their
organization. Today Joe
Dan is southwest editor for
Farm Journal and editor of
their Cotton Extra. Prior
to joining Farm Journal, he
spent two years as associate
editor of The National

since

in Texas, the state president

family

members who are

Texas AssociAnniversary

— the 25th
Convention — encouraged

speaking and extensive association with adults from outside his own

these

Joe Dan Boyd was president
of the Texas Association
during FFA's Silver
Anniversary, 25 years ago.
For that reason, he was
selected to address their
Golden Anniversary
Convention. While his
remarks were delivered to a
Texas audience, they have
a message for all FFA

grateful that the

ation has

perience with parliamentary procedure,
public

Joe Dan Boyd

am

I

life,

.

.

It's

in the

FFA

Earning to Live; Living

tion's

message which

perhaps best ex-

is

FFA Creed:
abundant and

pressed by a line from the
believe

"I

in

the

life

enough honest wealth
so

—

to help

make

it

for others as well as myself."

As

I reflect

on the abundant accom-

plishments of these past state presidents
and witness the "sterling" performance
of your Golden Anniversary Convention President, I can only marvel at the
foresight
sion so

FFA

the

and wisdom of that key deciyears ago to characterize
presidency with the symbol of

many

a rising sun, regarded as the token of a

new

era in agriculture.
That, more than anything else, may
be the reason FFA presidents nation-

—

al,

state,

presidents
ously.

area,

district

and local

FFA

their

charge so

seri-

—take

The

sun of the station is a
for leadership out of the

rising

clarion call

darkness of selfishness and into that
glorious sunlight of brotherhood.

Now

and then, FFA presidents do
by the rising sun. But, more often,
actually working
they are on their feet
for brotherhood and cooperation.
sit

—

The National
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.

Style »9013.

Neige Genuine Lizard Vamp:
13" Camel Full Grain Veal Top
with Genuine Lizard Collar;
No. 17 Toe: C Heel;
Thin-Line Cushion Shank.

BH

NOCONA

'e proudly introduce our Bootmakers Collection.
Handcrafted and hand finished to our highest standard
by master bootmakers. These boots are available
in a wide selection of the finest exotic and calfskin leathers,
and styled in our classic tradition of the American \M»t
Ask to see them wherever
quality western boots are sold. BOOTS,

NOCONA BOOT COMPANY/ ENID JUSTIN. PRESIDENT/ P.O. BOX 599/ NOCONA TEXAS .76255/ (8

1

7) 825-332 1

Pig Safe
(Continued from Page 30)
many local farmers attending. A total of
201 head of pigs were sold with the
FFA chapter receiving a 4 percent commission on each sale. The auctioneer
for the sale was Fred VanMetre who
volunteered his services for the chapter.
After the show, questionnaires were
sent to all exhibitors to find out their
ideas on ways to improve the show.
Questions were asked concerning size
of pens, date of show, judging, showing
procedures and health precautions to
find ways to improve the next show.
West Marshall's second annual World
Feeder Pig Show and Sale was on
April 22, 1978. This show included
some changes: a judging contest and a
gilt show were staged, and the maximum allowable weight moved to 90
pounds.
A chapter-produced rulebook contained various news items, including reviews of the first show and sale, information about the new chapter gilt chain

Soil Tests
OFTENTIMES

a soil sample

is

as

and the upcoming summer steer show.
Advertising in this rulebook were 17
area agribusinesses.
It was felt that the judging contest
would help all ages get involved in the
project. It also provided good experience for teams throughout the state who
had never judged feeder pigs before.
There were two divisions: senior, those
out of high school and junior, those still
in high school. Prizes in the senior di-

were 150 pounds of complete pig
feed to the first place judge and 100
pounds of feed to the second place
judge. Due to a growth in the numbers
of pigs for sale, the judging contest was
not a part of the third annual event.
In the junior division 12 teams involving 44 individuals judged. These
teams represented seven different communities from across Iowa. The first
and second place judging teams received
trophies. The top judging team was
from the West Marshall FFA, the sec-,
ond place team was from the South
Tama FFA. Top individual judges in
both divisions received hog whips as
vision

— As

sents the soil in

worthless as a handful of dirt in a
cigar box. But a good soil sample can
be your first step toward higher farm

should be

profits.

sured.

Assuredly, an analysis of any of your
provide information about your
land. However, proper sampling guidelines may be followed to obtain meaningful soil test results that can be valu-

may

soil will

able in your soil

management

practices.

Why

should soils be tested? Soil test
results can reveal the texture, pH (acid-

magnesium, phosphorus
and potassium in your fields based on
the sample you submit. From these results, lime and fertilizer can be scientifically recommended for the crops you

ity),

available

Good As
the field.

made up from

A

fertilizer are

used most

ficiently

by plants when supplied

proper

amounts.

ments of

all

Naturally,

appear to be uniform, considerable
from one spot to the next is

way

to

A

soil

are

good

the

sample

the

soil samples necessary?
can be no better than

submitted.

Recommenda-

upon poor soil samples may
be misleading and result in the use of
too much, too little or the wrong kind
of lime and fertilizer. Since soil additives are costly, knowing the proper
amounts to spread could save needless
tions based

What makes
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a good soil sample? Bagood sample accurately repre-

The

good turnout of
people were buying

sale attracted a

buyers and

many

for fair projects.

The members of the chapter and
community learned from hosting Iowa's
only feeder pig show. (Carol
ald, Parliamentarian)

McDon-

Sample

a satisfactory condition for sampling.
wet or frozen field should not be

A

Force-drying samples in an oven

tested.

and yield incorrecommendations. If soil is continually wet, it may be air-dried before

will affect the analysis

rect

not take

soil

after lime or fertilizer has

taking a sample.
If you raise continuous row crops,
you should test your soil every year.
For perennial crops, every three years

or once each rotation is adequate.
How do you take a good sample?
First obtain information sheets and

tional acre.

expense.
sically, a

and $35.

sample boxes from the local testing lab,
usually known to your county extension
agent or Soil Conservation Service. Select a spade, auger or probe for a tool
and divide your field into uniform
sampling areas according to slope, soil
type and cropping history. Try to keep
each area under ten acres and avoid
unusual areas in the field such as wet
spots, manure piles, eroded areas and
fence rows. If the sample is to represent more than ten acres, take soil from
at least one more spot for each addi-

ef-

tive level of treatment.

Why

bourne, Iowa. She received a trophy
and $100. Reserve Grand Champion
was Richard Van DeHaar who received
a trophy and $50.
In the gilt division a pen consisted of
three gilts. Linda Witt of Melbourne,
Iowa, showed the Grand Champion pen
and received a trophy and $75. Dallas
Kaestner showed the Reserve Grand
Champion pen and received a trophy

samples immediately
been broadcast. Allow several weeks for the lime
or fertilizer to react with the soil before

determine the most effec-

Soil test results

The Grand Champion pen of feeder
was shown by Linda Witt, Mel-

pigs

Do

Secondly, a specimen should be
taken from the correct depth since fertility varies throughout layers of earth.
Take your sample only from the depth
that will be influenced by lime and fertilizer applications. Two inches deep is
best for pastures while plow depth suffices on cropland.
When should samples be taken? Anytime during the year when the soil is in

in the

is

souri.

testing.

require-

analysis

Ames,

likely.

plants are not the same.

nutrients differ.

Iowa, and Dave Huinker,
Iowa. Exhibitors came from
across the state of Iowa and from Mis-

Jefferson,

variation

Likewise, capabilities of soils to supply
best

mea-

the soil to be tested

wish to grow.

Lime and

sample

ferent locations in the field under test

Even though

The second show used pens of ten instead of 20. Judges were Eldon Juhl,

the

15 to 20 dif-

so an average fertility level can be

prizes also.

"Last year

it

was

locust.'

For fields previously in row-crops,
sample only between the rows. In orchards, sample where you would normally broadcast soil additives.
As you collect your specimens, remember that soil test results can be no
better than the sample you submit.
The National
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Now you

can prepare

your show

cattle

the same way
professional fitters do!
qtt

PR.EP
A.R E
rp/—fc py T"0

QPFPTAT
a ttti A ff
xViL.Cj.rVo

AFTER
THE SHOW

SP ra y Foam

fyp A TT^T^Jfl
X *W

stiffens the hair for better clipping

Choice of three colors

to

**Sa«J
HAIR

enhance your animal's coal

Peach Show Dressing is ideal for highlighting certain
needing extra holding power, such
as the tail ball. Spray Adhesive is perfect.

TjiTT^ A T
f^JH^xZJJi

areas. For areas

After
final

Show

dissolves cosmetics for easy removal

shampooing.

People all over the country are winning big shows with
Royal Purple. It's the only complete line of professional
cattle grooming products. If you'd like more tips from the
pros, send for a free copy of "Go for the Purple
Professional Cattle Grooming Techniques that Win!"

and

a TV/r^sOi*"^

NEW FEED
SUPPLEMENT
Free
Booklet

Show-Poo

rinses cleaner because of pine
Prevents dry skin and dandruff.

Show Wax and

Glycerine Bar

match your animal Hold

come

m

oil

formula.

colors to

hair in place

Royal Purple Show Oil gives coal a deep, glossy
A quick application of Show Mist will add that
final touch iust before entering the show ring

shine.

Especially formulated lor show cattle. Protein,
vitamins and minerals enhance coat quality through
diet.

Helps produce long, thick hair that

is

easy

Complete and send in for free "GO FOR THE PURPLE" booklet on
professional grooming techniques.

Name

—

FARIMAIVI

1

Farnam Companies, Inc., Dept. SRD-749
P.O. Box 12068, Omaha, Nebraska 68112

m

to

work with

Address
State

City

Mail
To:

FARNAM

Famam

Zip.

.

Inc., Depl. SRD-749
Omaha, Nebraska 68112

Companies,

P.O. Box 12068.

THE

ABILITY

to transform bolts,
and other assorted materials
found commonly in the shop into modnuts,

ern "creations" of art
for

Welding Wonders

a possibility

is

many FFA members and

agriculture

With a combination of basic
oxy-acetylene-braze welding skills, materials, and most of all
imagination,
teachers.

—

or

the interested creator can successfully
create!

The shop

is

a place to learn

Look What

many

and agriculture-related
To the advanced vocational agri-

basic agriculture
skills.

I

Made

culture student in third or fourth year
training

or to the general agriculture

citement of seeing that (hopefully) well
done finished product, using "out of
the ordinary" gas welding skills makes
for a stimulating and satisfying process.
Anything and everything may be
used in creations involving gas welding.

Ag Shop

the

In

mechanics student comes the opportunity for additional shop training.
Usually part of the additional work
involves gas welding skills. Whether it's
making a Christmas creation, a birthday
present, or just for the learning and ex-

By

Steve Forsythe

With today's inflation, the term "junk"
may no longer be applied realistically
to many items stored in and around the
shop. Assorted nuts, bolts and nails
have an ever-rising price tag on them.
However, for an overall small investment in the materials used for a particular creation, the creator gets

much

re-

turn in enjoyment, learning, and selfsatisfaction!

Imagination

is

most important

the

prerequisite for an enjoyable experience
in creating with gas welding.

the

skill,

and materials

may

The

shop,

be found

anywhere but without a creative imagi-

much

good. Once an idea
"thought together,"
the materials to be "put together" for
that project must be found. Did you
know that parts of an old exhaust manifold and muffler make an ideal "wise
old owl" for a gift to a chapter advisor?
nation

it's

for a

creation

The

not

is

opportunities

to

create

using

welding skills, materials, and
imagination are plentiful and beneficial.

good
Horseshoe or wrought iron nails, two
pieces of steel plate and a nut and bolt
were molded to create these windmills.

These feathered friends from the North were created
by the process of tig welding. Aluminum scraps form the
bodies. Two gas engine connecting rod bolts form the heads.
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A

chapter sponsored contest for the

best shop creation could be held for a

week while advanced

agriculture students are covering gas welding. Possibly
the advisory committee members could
serve as judges. Would a money-mak-

ing project of building and selling creations by the agriculture III or IV

be feasible for your chapter? What
about brainstorming and drawing plans
class

and a

list of materials for creations to
be built by agriculture students just before the Christmas holidays? Would
this help agriculture teachers to motivate students and make for a change of

pace in shop teaching procedures?
If you're not careful, the enjoyment
of creating by using gas welding skills
can grow on you. You might even find
yourself looking at things a little differently. Those two nuts in the junk
pile along with that pack of washers
and clamps seem to take the shape of
a frog
or maybe a great horse and

—

rider!

Designed from a drawing seen

FARMER,
was

built

in

The National

FUTURE

model of a 1931 McCormick Farmall tractor
from tube steel, steel plate and old spark plugs.
this

The National
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We were ready with

And we're ready

the fuel for the

today with a

first diesel tractors.

great one.

Up until the late 1 940's, there were
only a few diesel farm tractors being
operated in the United States. Despite
the small number, we offered the
farmer a diesel fuel to run them.

reduced engine deposits.
blended to give the right
flow and burning properties for
smooth power and less smoke.
sulfur for

And

It

Today,

virtually

all

of the larger

tractors are diesel models.

And we

have improved our diesel fuel to the
point
finest

where we believe
you can buy.

Amoco ®

diesel engines.

It

It's

low

in

products are backed by the company
with more than 75 years of service
to farmers.
Call

him today.

also has an exclusive additive

combination called D-Guard that
helps protect your diesel engine
from rust, corrosion, gum deposits,
filter clogging, and other fuel
system problems.

So

is

modern

has a high cetane

for fast starts.

April-May, 1979

the

Premier diesel fuel

specially formulated for

number

it's

it's

for top

You expect more from a

leader.

power and long engine

Amoco

Premier diesel fuel
with D-Guard from your Standard
life,

get

Oil Distributor. All of his

Amoco

@

Standard

Oil Division of

Amoco

Oil

Company
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Safe or Out?
By Thomas A. Hoerner

Figure 2: For students

who wear

glasses, industrial quality

prescription eye-

goggles become

Figure

I:

Spectacle type glasses

Applying good rules of safety for eye protection helps

keep your

MOST

sight

undamaged

people would prefer to have

them safe rather
game of baseball.
same choice could

the umpire call

than

out

a

in

However,

this

mechanics
you don't use
proper eye protection. Again most FFA
members would want to be safe. Unfortunately, some of your fellow vo-ag
be yours

in the agricultural

laboratory

students

or

shop

be out

if

they

don't obey requirements for students to

have and wear proper eye protection in
our agricultural mechanics classes.
Approximately 35 states in the U.S.
have eye safety laws for students, teachers, administrators, visitors and others
working in or visiting school shops and

Most state laws or acts are
based on the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard Z87.11968. One state's act says that students
laboratories.

and teachers participating

in vocational

shops or laboratories involving hot molten metals; milling, sawing, turning,
shaping, cutting, grinding, or stamping
of any solid materials; heat treatment of
metal; gas or electric arc welding; repair or servicing of any vehicle; or
caustic or explosive materials shall wear
industrial quality eye protection devices
at all times. In fact, even while in a room
or enclosed area where others' activity

Professor Thomas A. Hoerner taught vo-ag for
four years and has been a teacher educator in
agricultural mechanics for 18 years. He's currently at Ioica State University and served as
the first superintendent of the national FFA

Farm Mechanics
38

contest.

—and
is

often suffice.

quality prescription glasses, or

the law unbroken.

a hazard of eye injury to student or

teacher. Visitors to shops and labora-

be furnished with and required to wear the necessary safety de-

tories shall

vices too.

Does your

if

are going to

will

a must.

agricultural mechanics in-

struction include any of the mentioned
activities? Yes, indeed.

The regulations are strong and clear.
Your question then is, what is proper
eye protection? First, we must define in-

b) provide goggles (as shown in Figure 2) for students to wear over their
prescription glasses. This is not the best
choice as goggles do fog over and they
do not fit well under arc welding helmets.
Other important practices in conducting an effective eye protection program
can be conducted by a safety committee
of chapter members. They would review all state laws or codes with students before going into the agricultural

mechanics laboratory.

When

industrial quality eye protec-

available for

dustrial quality. Briefly, the standards

tion

for industrial quality eye protection as

dents can be responsible for the care
of their eye protection equipment.
Most advisors will establish definite

established

by

ANSI

are lense thickness

3.0mm and

is

not more than 3.8mm;
lenses are heat treated; each lense passes

rules governing time

a drop ball test;

tion

of

and frames and lenses
are clearly marked with the manufactrademark.
The last standard

turer's

is

really the

main

and stuand frames are not

characteristic for the teacher

dent. If the lenses

marked the eye protection device does
not meet industrial quality standards
and should not be allowed to be worn in
shop classes. Plastic lenses in goggles
and face shields do meet the standards
but must be 0.050 inches thick and must
also be marked with the manufacturer's
trademark.

For students who do not wear prescription

is

to be

all

students,

stu-

when eye protecworn and enforce rules in

the classroom.

Eye protection laws and codes for
schools are a little like our speed limit
laws, they are not only a good idea, but
they are the law. As students and teachers the choice is yours, do you want to

be counted safe and wear industrial eye
protection while working in the agricultural mechanics shop or do you want
to take a chance and be called out.
Remember what a blind person sees
is shown in Figure 3.

—

Figure 3:

spectacle

type
protection would be recommended. (See
Figure 1.)
glasses,

plain

For students who wear prescription
two choices:

glasses there are

a)

have students purchase industrial
The National
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Entering the age of Rapid Farming

with the Tractor Specialist*

*

mph

km/h) tillage is
here. Just in time for you.

5

(8

Rapid Farming? Basically

it

means matching

the size of the
implement to the availaPle
horsepower of the tractor so
you can farm at 5 mph (8 km/h).

And while 5 mph may not
seem much faster than traditional tillage

speeds,

it

can

make a

big difference

break with

in

and,
quality of soil working
most important, it can appreci.

ably extend service

life

.

.

of the

tractor drive train.

be

tradition.

It

could

just in time for you.

"Case builds nothing but tractors
for the farm.

Of course, you need a certain
kind of tractor. And Case has

done something about this.
Shown above is our new 2590
designed

for

Rapid Farming's

doing something about it

J

I

Case

A Tenneco Company

Agricultural

700 State

Equipment

Street

Division

Racine,

Wl 53404 USA.

Milestones

in

WWM,

FFA History

Eleventh in a series of articles about
the history of FFA.

FFA

Gets
By Wilson

SPECIAL commemorative

A

stamp
was issued by the Post Office Department to honor the FFA on its 25th
President
Eisenhower
Anniversary.
spoke

at the

National

becoming the

first

FFA

Convention,

President

of

the

United States to do so while in office.
Recognition also came with the speech
of Oveta Culp Hobby, secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare; and
Ezra Taft Benson, secretary of Agri-

A

Stamp

Carries, Editor

name, "Future Farmers of America.",
The development of the special stamp
for

FFA is best described in the book,
FFA at 50. It is reported there that
the FFA approached its 25th anni-

The
as

it would be
appropriate for the Post Office Depart-

versary, friends suggested

ment to issue a special stamp in honor
of FFA's Silver Anniversary. The National Officers visited President

on February

10, 1952,

Truman

and asked him

to

stamp. The
National Vocational Agriculture Teachers Association and the American Voassist in getting the special

culture.

1953, when FFA celebrated its
Silver Anniversary, the organization had
already become well established and
successful. But the FFA of those days
In

was different in many ways to the FFA
you are a member of today.
The Anniversary National Convention was presided over by President
Jimmy Dillon from Jones, Louisiana.
Total attendance was 12,000 including
members, advisors and friends, com-

cational Association assisted in the campaign by having hundreds of letters
written to the Post Office Department,

and to
asking

senators
for

their

and

representatives,

help in

obtaining

a

Senator Frank Carlson of Kansas in-

al

FFA Camp.

That was the year Executive Secretary A. W. Tenney stated in his report
the National Convention, "We are
pleased that, at last, The National FUto

TURE FARMER,

the official magazine

for the Future Farmers of America
has become a reality. Members have
requested a magazine since our organi-

zation was started in 1928,
goal has been attained."

and

this

Dr. W. T. Spanton was the National
Advisor. He is credited with being
the first person to use publicly the

FFA
40

of

was

the

in a

in

the

organization

and the

good financial

position.

The Future Farmers Supply Service,
which is totally owned by the FFA,
had been operating successfully for five
The National FUTURE FARMER had reached 150,000
within a year after the magazine was
years. Circulation of

The FFA owned 28Vi acres of
land that had once been part of the
original Mount Vernon estate of George
started.

Washington and was

later to

be used
Cen-

FFA

ter.

for

FFA

Foundation had been in

FFA

and

NFA

FFA's Silver Anniversary celebration.
troduced a bill in the Senate requesting
that approval be given to the issuance
of an FFA commemorative stamp.
Former Senator Harry Darby of
Kansas, another longtime friend of the
FFA, joined Senator Carlson and Assistant Secretary of Defense Roger M.
Kyes, who in 1951 served as chairman
of the sponsoring committee of the
Future Farmers of America Foundation, in their efforts to obtain the stamp.
The Post Office Department announced in March, 1952, that it had
approved the issue of a special stamp
to commemorate the 25th Anniversary
of the FFA. It was agreed that the
first stamp would be issued in Kansas
City on October 1 3, during the sessions
of the Silver Anniversary Convention.

The
tive

presentation of the

commemora-

stamp by Assistant Postmaster Gen-

members.

FFA

included an exchange program with the National Federation of Young Farmers Clubs of
Great Britain.
And perhaps most important of all,
the FFA was operating under a Federal
Charter which was approved by Congress and signed by the President. Later
events were to prove this to be a most
important document in preserving and
Activities of the

zine.

was a separate organization and was active in those states that had segregated
school systems. There were no permanent buildings at what is now the National FFA Center, only the old temporary buildings that had been the Nation-

FFA

The

Membership today is
507,108. National FFA dues were 10
cents per member in 1953 which obviously did not include the FFA maga-

FFA members only to the state level.
The New Farmers of America (NFA)

Membership was the highest
history

operation for nine years and had provided $650,850 in prizes and awards

tion agriculture.

There were other differences, too.
were permitted to participate as

make

25th Anniversary National FFA
Convention one of the most memorable.
As the FFA observed its Silver Anniversary, the organization could be
proud of its many accomplishments.

as the site for the National

special stamp.

pared to attendance of 21,678 in 1978.
Total membership was then 363,369
with most students engaged in produc-

Girls

eral Albert J. Robertson, helped

the

protecting the FFA as the organization
for students studying vocational agriculture in the public high schools of the

country.

There were many words of praise for
FFA at its Silver Anniversary Convention in 1953. Perhaps Secretary of
Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson said it
best when he told the Future Farmers
the

present:

"The future of American agriculture
depends upon many factors. But most
of all it depends upon you. You are
agriculture's greatest asset. You are our
hope for the future. Your character,
your skill, your vitality, your understanding of agriculture's problems, your
capacity to cooperate, your ability to
lead
these will be decisive factors in
the future of America."

—

The National FUTURE

FARMER

One of the few.
The Marine Corps is the smallest of the
major armed services. A few good men.
A few dedicated women. But being small
doesn't mean we don't offer what the
other services do. We've got the works:
educational opportunities, travel, and
extremely valuable vocational training—
in aviationl for instance. Plus an intangible: the unique way we Marines feel
about our Corps. Maybe you can see it
in the Marine on this page. But to reall;
know it— to feel it gut deep-^you've got
to be one of us. Mail the card or cr"
800-423-2600, toll free. In Califor
800-252-0241.

The Few.The Prou
The Marines.

^

President Martin Delgado and Secre-

Grace Landers appeared on Nancy
Clayton's Farm and Ranch Report on
KENS-TV in San Antonio, TX, representing the Highlands FFA there.
tary

N-N-N

Principal

Roggy was

a guest at Gree-

CO, Chapter meeting.

ley,

The

wide barbeque of Odessa,

city

MO, FFA served two-thirds of the folks
in town. And earned the chapter $2,500.
N-'N-N

N-N-N

Providing labor force to set up and
take down chairs at Chamber of Commerce banquet earned bucks for Spring-

Active FFA treated alumni FFA to a
holiday meal in North Iredell, NC.

—

N-N-N

WY, FFA

Greybull,

sold
as

a

2,522
fund

raiser.

N-N-N

Turtle Leslie Applegate, named in
honor of FFA's first national president,
won the University of Maryland's

homecoming

was the
entry of Collegiate FFA and competed
against all the big fraternity and sororiturtle race. Leslie

ty turtles.

years ago.
N-'N-N

FFA won

the inter-school club bas-

ketball contest (against

Key

Club, Ju-

nior Jaycees and the like) in Dover, FL.
N-N-N

Chapters in Section 20 in Illinois Association are having an informational
meeting on how to start an alumni chapter according to Reporter Hal Hudson.
Speaker will be J. Glyndon Stuff, past

FFA

president from IL.
N-N-N

Even though
greenhouse

the heaters went out in

before Christmas
OR, has a good
crop of tulips and Easter lilies for their
spring sale.
the

just

vacation, Scappoose,

N-N-N

FFA

All those

emblems on school

MO,

lockers in Windsor,

an

FFA

Mills,

money-making

project.

for

Lake

their chapter

OH,

FFA'er
1,000 pounds of pumpkin.

Barnesville,

Brown,
produced

of Jim

Greg
hower FFA
building a

in

new

hauling

and crop specimens. They also plan
colostrum for members and

store

famers to use in emergencies for calves,

is

live-

pigs or lambs.
N-N-N

New
MN, is

N-N-N

FFA

accepted a job
offer to shock 20 acres of winter wheat.

popped up

They've
treasury
selling

party contest

Eric Seeliger as

Ben Passow

Centennial,

of

Batman and Robin; and

popcorn.

N-N-N

as Dolly Parton.
N-N-N

The

Society members
were special guests at a Bloomfield, NE,
FFA meeting to observe parliamentary
procedure.
N-N-N

The Greenfield, OK, FFA gang toured
Brawm's Dairy Farm where they milk

seed

oil

where they make cotton-

products.

BOAC

N-N-N

Chairman

Jack Wright of
snapped his committee into action to provide equipment

Keytesville,

MO, FFA

and manpower
snow.
44

to dig out senior citizens

pancake

champ of
Shelley Pimental.

eatin'

FFA

Banos, CA,

is

Shelley beat 12 competitors by pigging

down 27
Crawford County in Meadville, PA,
"game dinner" of raccoon, elk,
muskrat and deer.
has a

N-N-N

2,500 cows; and the Producers Cooperative Oil Mill

$250 for the
OR, Chapter

They raffle a saddle every year at
homecoming dance to raise money for
FFA in Mountain View, WY.

Honor

National

Windom,

N-N-N

OK, Halloween
were Russell Rupp and
Perry,

in

for

broomball.

N-N-N

Winners

idea

recreation

N-N-N

stock.

N.N-N

Riverdale, IL,

cuts
to

says the chapter

trailer for

N-N-N

In Buffalo Center, IA, FFA bought a
used deep freeze to store various meat

celebration.

the members.

WA,

When Prague, OK, members went
out to judge lambs on the farm, there
were only three. So an enterprising
member got one of the farm cats as a
substitute. It was an easy bottom of
the judging class, but it didn't stay "set
up" very well.

are part of

N-N-N
St. Hilaire, reporter for Eisen-

N-N-N

vine

FFA WEEK

Emblems mark

IA.

One pumpkin

sell-

Battle Lake, MN, is replanting a
grove of trees wiped out by fire. They
were originally planted by FFA 12

national

Some members walked soybeans

N-N-N

Chapters everywhere have been
ing citrus
like Gardendale, AL.

AR, FFA.

dale,

pounds of seafood items

NE, FFA officers installed the
of a newly formed MadridWheatland Chapter.
Grant,

officers

They're assigning a Big Brother or
Sister to newly initiated Greenhands in
John Wayland and Turner Ashby, VA,
Chapters. Mostly seniors, the "Bigs" can
help the freshmen with Supervised Occupational Experience Program work or

planning,
general.

FFA

involvement or school in

cakes in under 30 minutes.
Contest was held for the student body.
N-N-N

During an
the

ice

sleds

made

storm

in

Prague,

OK,

around were ice
vo-ag shop. FFA'ers were
slidinest bunch in town.
items

"hottest"
in

the slippinest,

N-N-N

Out of 8,000 local chapters, there
must be more chapter reporters that
could spring loose with a 15-cent stamp
and one sheet of notebook paper to tell
us the News, Notes and Nonsense about

FFA.
The National FUTURE

FARMER

—

Vari-X

LEUPOLD/NOSLER

III

3.5x10

PERFORMANCE
Five-shot groups using

Nosier bullets and four

Leupold scopes
demonstrate excellent
accuracy attained in

different

100-yard shooting tunnel
by Leupold Factory Service Department. Loading

Data: .308 Win. 45.5 grs.

H380, 168 gr. Nosier Solid
Base Match. .375 H&H
76.5 grs. IMR 4350, 300
gr.

Nosier Partition.

Leupold & Nosier
Team Up to Prove
Performance Pays

Scopes
and Bullets
in

Which comes

accuracy
the rifle, the bullet, the scope or the
shooter himself? At Leupold Sights
and its sister company, Nosier
Bullets, the Factory Service Department turned up the perfect
opportunity to find out. And, while
first in

we didn't

resolve the old chickenor-the-egg debate, the results
are mighty interesting.
When Leupold scopes are returned by customers for suspected
mechanical or optical defects, the
Service Department routinely
checks windage and elevation on a
collimator

and

and checks

parallax.

for tracking

On occasion, when

normal procedures don't

identify

the reason for the customer's
complaint, the scope is mounted
on one of two factory target rifles,
either a .308 Win. or a 30-06.
Three 3-shot groups are fired at a
single bench rest target. One group
is fired at near center, then an ad-

justment of 3 minutes of

right

wind-

age and 3 minutes of elevation

is

added, and

finally

6 minutes of

left

sisted the .308 didn't

have

suffi-

windage is applied, giving the
owner a good picture of his scope's

cient recoil to fully test the scopes,
so all four scopes were mounted in

performance.
Here's where bullet performance
helped prove scope performance,
and vice versa. For several years,

turn

surplus match ammunition manufactured by the Lake City Army
Ammunition Plant was used to fire
groups for scope testing, since this
ammo had a long-standing reputation for accuracy at Camp Perry
and other matches. The ammunition, 7.62mm (.308 Win.) with full
metal jacket 173-gr. bullets, eventually ran out, so it was decided to
reload the accumulated brass.
To get the same kind of accuracy,
the cases were reloaded with
Nosier Solid Base 168-grain H.P.

Match

Bullets.

ble, but

It

seemed

incredi-

group sizes shrank by

on a pre-'64 Model 70 .375

caliber standard hunting

%

pays

off in tighter

Target is typical of
three 3-shot groups
occasionally fired to

than heretofore very acceptable
accuracy!
In one instance, a dealer sent
four scopes in for suspected deficiencies, a 4X, 6X, 8X and a

He demanded

/2-inch 3-shot groups.

1

demonstrate that
Leupold scopes returned for suspected
deficiencies are nor
actually defective.

at least

On the

groups and more

hunting successes. But as to
whether it all starts with the scope
or the bullet, it's back to the old
chicken-or-the-egg discussion.

30 to 40 percent! Remember, this
means 30 to 40 percent smaller

3.5x10.

rifle.

Nosier 300-grain Partition bullets
were loaded and fired. Every
5-shot group was less than 1 inch.
Since the groups were Vi to
inch
smaller than what are considered
"good groups" for this cartridge in a
hunting weight rifle, all four scopes
were returned with no repairs or
adjustments necessary.
As these tests demonstrate, we
go to a lot of trouble to make sure
Leupold and Nosier products deliver the kind of performance that

.308,

the scopes and reloaded Nosier
bullets delivered 5-shot groups, all
considerably less than Vi inch, with
one group at .232"! The dealer in-

Only a very few scopes returned are
found to need repair or adjustment.
First group is fired near target center,
second group 3 minutes right windage
and 3 minutes elevation, third group
moved 6 minutes left windage.

The Chicken-or-the-Egg Theory
of Shooting Accuracy

Leupold/Nosler
Partners in Performance
RO. Box 688
Beaverton,

OR 97005 U.S.A.

just like farmers.

The FFA:

A

People may laugh and
us but our square

make jokes about
way works."
Not unlike many

folks

who work

the

Boones enjoy a sound, happy
family life. Twenty-five years of mar-

land, the

Star's Reflection

riage to wife Shirley, four healthy
daughters and a strong Christian commitment are evidence that Pat's way
does, indeed, work.
"You can't ignore the basic structure
of things," he reasons. "Future Farmers
have a sense of values, live by the basic
rules of life and know how to harness
their energies. They know their Creator
and know they can't get around His
way. Farmers are the first to say 'With"
out Him, it won't work.'
Inspiration to achieve has hit Pat in
many forms. He offers three occasions
that impressed him the most
a smalltown parade with the whole community
working and laughing together, the

—

Soapbox Derby where "kids from all
backgrounds, all of them winners, were
competing" and finally, "the National
FFA Convention. There I saw young
people

who

achieve,

conform and innovate. They

'do

their

are

own

self-reliant,

thing'

who

but don't stray

from their values."
Suddenly remembering the young
man from Malta Bend who had surrendered his jacket, Pat expressed concern about returning it. The singer had
asked a flurry of questions regarding
the

jacket's

included

a

insignia

small

—emblems

pin

centered

which
above

George Crutchfield's name. A silver
cross was chained loosely to an FFA
officer pin; George was a chapter
chaplain.

Pat and
at

Debby Boone

the American

moment behind the scenes
FFA Day rodeo performance.

As Boone's manager beckoned him

rest tor a

Royal's

to prepare for the next

show, the entertainer gave a wait-a-minute gesture and

summed up

Boone dismounted from
WHENshow-ending
around

51st National Convention.

Royal arena, George
Crutchfield of the Malta Bend, Missouri, FFA Chapter had already jumped
from the stands and made his way back-

wish we'd had this crowd here
opening night," Pat mused.
"They were so exuberant!" acknowledged Debby, still in a post-perfor-

Pat

horseride

his

the

American

stage.

Running past

security

guards,

his jacket and headed
Boone. The singer wheeled
just in time to hear a winded George
say, "I'd like you to have this."
With that, Pat Boone slipped on the

George peeled

right

only
up.

for

FFA jacket he'd ever seen closeA smile of satisfaction graced

George's face and he disappeared into
the crowd.
Pat and daughter Debby, who's making the Boone name a household word

new generation, had just wrapped
up their performance at the American
Royal livestock show's FFA Day rodeo.
The arena was packed mainly with Future Farmers, most of whom had made

for a

their

way

to

the

show following the

Boones' appearance
46

at

a session of the

least,

the

crowd was

To

say the

receptive.

"I

mance

whirl. "I love a

young audience.

his latest, blue-jacketed
audience: "They're not just the future
for farmers in America, they're the future for everybody."

Debby Boone,
star,

a rising young singing
completing her show-ending ride.

They're closer to my age. We usually
work lounge shows and theaters but I
enjoy rodeos the most."
The 22-year-old winner of the Grammy award for "You Light Up My Life"
excused herself politely to catch her favorite event, bullriding.

Pat Boone achieved fame at an early
age in records and film. He's used to
being in the spotlight, be it from serving
as student body president of his high
school, from selling more than 45 million records or from starring as an actor and writer. He's also used to being
called square.

"Debby and I can relate to farmers,"
he says. "Some people call us square
because we live by basic moral values,
The National
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Quick-Change Artist
When comes to all-around
it

performance, nobody out-performs Suzuki.

Case in point:
The TS Dual-Purpose

Bikes.

These well-built machines are ideal for
families who enjoy riding around town or the
toolies. Because all four (TS-100. 125. 185, 250)
are easy to ride, easy to service and all are
easy on the family budget.
And, of course, all are equipped to
handle open roads or open spaces with ease.
For instance,

each is powered by Suzuki's

proven Power Reed™ engine. Which delivers
smooth power for street cruising and low-end
power for mountain climbing.
Other neat features include adjustable
laid-down rear shocks, tucked-in exhaust pipe,
primary kick starting and street-legal lights
and instrumentation. Also, the TS-185 and 250

now come with leading-axle longer-travel
front forks for better control.

So you see, these bikes are built to go
beyond the call of double-duty
Now you know why the TS DualPurpose Bikes are
great performers.

among the world's

*\
gfflSSED

PAVEMENT
ENDS

if'
W*Jj.'-.4£i&tr..

Suzuki. The performer. SUZUKI
Ride with care: wear protective apparel and help protect the environment.

I

Member Motorcycle Safety Foundations

An American
. . .

the FFA

Success Story

Way

faded

Its

fabric

years

reflecting

of

involvement, the jacket unfolded

Three of Arizona's best young ag teachers

FFA
by

Ernesto

began their

thoughts of facing and overcoming cultural handicaps. From left, brothers

lives across the border.

Zamudio

calls

forth

Gilberto, William, Ernesto and Frank.

by Gary Bye

THIS

Saturday night was special for
Zamudio. His oldest son
Ernesto had just graduated from the
University of Arizona seven days before. His son Gilberto and daughter
Angelina had received their high school
diplomas. His youngest son Frank had
also just graduated from the eighth
grade. To make the evening even sweeter another son, Lindy, was home on
Jesus

leave
It

the

from the Navy.
was time for celebration. Yet as
middle-aged farm worker eased

he consciously brushed an unexpected tear
from his eye. He had no time for sentiment or celebration he thought, tomorrow was another work day.

into

48

his

chair

that

evening,

The following morning, Jesus Zamudio was killed in a tractor accident.
Though tragic, his sons and daughter

He had

took solace in their belief that at the
time of his death in 1973 he was perhaps happier than he had ever been
before.
His
life's
goal
had been

his

achieved.

He had

bettered his family's

life.

They had begun in a tiny village in
Mexico. As a poor farmer with a first
grade education Jesus Zamudio worked
only for survival. With six small children he knew life would be difficult.
The prospect of work in the United
States drew him like a magnet.
He crossed the border first in 1958,
and worked as a common farm laborer.

a lust for work and seemed
driven to improve himself.
His farm boss in Arizona recognized

ambition and encouraged him to

return to his farm. So in

Zamudio applied

1961,

for permission

Mr.
from
fam-

government to bring his
with him. His request was denied
because he did not earn $300 per
month, the minimum required for a
family of eight.
Learning this, Zamudio's boss went
the U.S.

ily

to the authorities

and persuaded them

to allow the family to migrate.

He

built

them a one-room house from used ammunition boxes and supplied them with
milk, beans and flour.
"It

sounds rough," says Gilberto ZaThe National
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mudio about

early days

their

we were

in

this

award

proficiency

for

Placement

in

very happy
to be in the United States. Our boss
treated us as best he could since he

Agricultural Production doing what he

wasn't a rich man either."
Today, the children of Jesus Zamudio
can talk about lives filled with successes far beyond anyone's expecta-

made

Ernesto, Gilberto, and William
are successful teachers of vocational
Frank, the
agriculture in Arizona.
youngest who just graduated from high

go to college. He didn't know exactly
why but he knew somehow it would
make him a better man. His father said

country, "but

just

tions.

school,

works

Home

as

knew

best

— farm

weekends and
sure he

Soon

work

—summers,

after school. His father

was working.

after graduation

however, his

on work became a
subject of contention. Ernie wanted to
father's

insistence

—

no.

an intern for the Farm-

In this case, Ernesto backed by his
won out on the stipulation

Production. His senior year he became
the first Zamudio to be elected to a
state

FFA

And

office as treasurer.

in

1974 he was awarded the American

Farmer degree.
William Zamudio followed
brothers'

experiences.

He

his elder

duplicated

Gilberto's winning list and added to it
by competing successfully for a state
proficiency award in Agricultural Electrification and a national proficiency
award for Placement in Ag Production.

He

too served as state

FFA

treasurer

father's boss

and earned the American Farmer degree.

field of agriculture,

would come home on weekends
and vacations. Ernie laughs as he remembers his freshman year. "They
asked what my major would be. I
didn't know what the word meant. Then,

with his wife in Australia.
the Zamudio family credits
their father for teaching them how to

when they explained, the only thing I
knew was farming and FFA. I automatically became an ag ed major."

ers

Administration.

The two remaining Zamudio

children

are married and successfully employed.

Angelina works for the state employment agency. Lindy, the only son not

employed

in

some

lives

Each of

And

push for something better out of life. "Every time he'd catch
us sitting down he'd put us to work.
work.

He

to

taught us to enjoy manual labor

and the rewards

it

brings,"

says Gil-

berto.

The Zamudio
herit

sons did seem to in-

father's

their

will

work. Er-

to

more than the others, had to
overcome the obstacles of a cultural
change. He was already in the sixth
grade when they migrated. He knew no
English, yet enjoyed school and wanted
nesto,

to learn.

By

was a freshman at
Elfrida he was competing for grades
the time he

successfully with the others in his class.

"When

I

started high school

rolled in a typing class.

know
Then

I

I

I

Four years and numerous part time
jobs later, he earned his degree. The
jobs gave him much needed practical
experience for teaching. He had worked
at a cotton gin weighing trailers. Another time he had worked for the National Park Service caring for roads and

school and started asking questions. I
transferred over into ag class right
away. But I was already behind and
found myself again trying to catch up."

and doing

trails

he did a

janitorial

stint at a

work. Later

And

gas station.

fi-

by his own admittance, he worked
the most valuable job of all, for a

nally,
in

university extension agronomist.
"I had to translate magazine and
newspaper articles from Spanish to
English," says Ernesto. "I was forced to
read. It was the best thing that ever
happened to me."

The other

was en-

didn't even

about vocational agriculture.
noticed the FFA jackets around

Never one
FFA seemed

that he

three

Zamudio

brothers,

Frank

(in order

Gilberto, William and

of age) had no less a challenge. However, they had twice the support in
their

FFA

efforts.

"Not only did we have our father,
we also had Ernesto telling us how hard

to give up, Ernie

work," says Gilberto. "He made sure
we knew what FFA awards were avail-

to

able."

dove in.
give him an avenue to

tunnel his ambitions. Once familiar
with FFA opportunities he was determined to succeed. He worked his way
up the degree ladder, earning Arizona's

to

Gilberto was the chapter's Star FFA
won the chapter public
speaking contest and won the state pro-

Greenhand,
ficiency

award for Placement

in

Ag

Even Frank, the baby of the family,
got into the act. His uniqueness in the
winning column came when he was
named runner-up for the state's FFA
Star Agribusiness award. He was chapter president, chapter Star Farmer and
a regional

FFA

proficiency award win-

ner.

Despite their success as Americans
(they each received their citizenship
following their eighteenth birthday),
the family members still try to return
to their

home

village in

Mexico

at least

once each year. They still have several
uncles and their families who live there.
"Things haven't changed much in
Colonia Morelos Sonora," says Gilberto Zamudio. "They still use horses
to pull their plows and do field work
by hand. And the town does not have

modern conveniences."
The American Zamudios consciously

electricity or

avoid interfering. However, speaking as
an agriculture teacher, Gilberto grimaces at the need for vocational training for the farmers. "They could produce so much more by changing a few
of their techniques," he says, adding
that someday he may try to set up
some kind of vocational program for
his

family's people.

Today though, Gilberto

is teaching in
Arizona's oldest chapter, Peoria. "They
have a strong history, but need to improve on the Supervised Occupation

Experience Programs," he says.
Gilberto is faced with an ironic
(Continued on Page 65)

situ-

FFA

State Farmer degree in 1968.
Biggest of all obstacles for him was
language. Yet, he recalls proudly his

time on the FFA parliamentary procedure team. "My English still wasn't
too good," he says. "I could tell some
of the other boys didn't think I belonged. So

I

worked

that

much

harder

to prove I did."

His

competitive effort proved its
the team placed first in
district competition. They did so largely
because of their ability to use sound
logical debate. Ernesto says he was so
conscious of the need to carry his
weight he talked more than any of the
others on his team.
Ernie went on to earn the state FFA
value

when

April-May, 1979

The birthplace for Ernesto, Gilberto, William, Angelina and Lindy Zamudio.
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ACTION
THE JOYS

AND

BRING THE INSIDE

DISCOMFORTS OF
AN AGRICULTURAL

TO THE OUTSIDE
Twelve acres of a wooded, grassland
area close to the Little Falls, Minne-

LIFE

sota,

Max
ell,
it

Bischoff, a

FFA

Wyoming,

of the

takes to be a winner, a national high

school rodeo champion.

He

earned

this

champion saddle
the 1978 National High

right to be called a

bronc rider at
School Rodeo

finals, July 31 -August 7,
1978, at Huron, South Dakota.

and removed the
service

get to the finals Max had to do a
of practicing including discomforting falls. "I rode in 21 high school
rodeos and 9 Wyoming Rodeo Association rodeos. I grew up with riding

To

community

our chapter.

Re-

trees consisted of advisors

members

up the trees
and loaded them

cutting

piled

FFA

The

Nature Trail Area has
trails which were

about 1,000 feet of
constructed by

I

members during

the past

summer. The trails go through both the
lowland and upland wooded regions
which make up part of the area.
Four soils pits have also been con-

Since that time the accomplishments
this young rodeo champion have
been impressive. Max has earned the
Reserve Champion Saddle Bronc Rider
title in North America, Reserve Champion Saddle Bronc Rider in Wyoming
and third place winner in the Bull Dog-

set aside

to be hauled away.

had the opportunity
with the Bischoff Land and Live-

Company, really the first rodeo
rode in was in the eighth grade."

trees as a

for

down and

cutting

while

horses. I've always

stock

project

moving the

lot

to ride

High School have been

bring the classroom outside. The
FFA chapter has named this area "The
FFA Nature Trail Area" and taken the
lead in making it a truly useful area.
In the wooded area, there were 42
trees stricken with Dutch Elm disease.
Advisors and members took two days
to

PowChapter knows what

member

of

structed. The
members and
It's

fun

and

falls

that lead

to

the

and

pits help to teach

formations.

soil

FFA

students about the soil

They

are also used

These accomplishments were possible
involvement is an important
part of this FFA member's life. Max

high school rodeo championship title.
As the son of a veterinarian, Max has
had the opportunity to learn about the
care and treatment of animals. In taking
advantage of the opportunity, Max has
helped his dad in many jobs, from oper-

grassland area is just right
for the outdoor classroom. Logs have

started his vo-ag instruction in the fall

ations to office work.

teachers' use. (Julie Deering, Reporter)

ging event in the state of

Wyoming.

because

of 1976, served as Greenhand president,
helped with the chapter banquet, was
elected third vice-president at the end
of his sophomore year, is currently
serving as second vice-president because
of an officer vacancy and served as official chapter representative to the National

FFA

as demonstrations for practicing for the

land and

soils

been split to make benches used to seat
30 students plus a blackboard for the

A POUND FOR EVERY YEAR
The advisors and chapter president of the Bloomer, Wisconsin, FFA haul out the
chocolate candy bar manufactured in their honor as the top chapter in the state.

Convention.

Breeding beef was a natural choice
for a Supervised Occupational Experience Program when Max started vo-ag.
Being a part of the Bischoff Land and
Livestock Company with holdings in
northwestern Wyoming and south central Montana provided him with grazing
land and opportunities to become involved with the cattle industry. He
started his breeding beef program with
Hereford/ Angus crossbred heifers and
has increased his herd to seven cows.
Each fall he has sold the steers and reinvested the money back into his projects.
To supplement his education and SOEP
he works as a veterinarian assistant for
his

dad who

is

judging contest.

The open

a local veterinarian.
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This Colt 1851 Navy Revolver was
ne of the first quality handcrafted
eapons used during our country's
estward expansion. Today this

ontinuing pride in handcraftslanship makes our Hondo Boots
cceptional. See
estern stores.
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"From

you get the impresis like the middle
York with Kojak running all
television,

FACTS FOR ACTION

sion that everything

#7
(Pick up the

IN

of

ACTION

around," he explained.
Instead of a bald policeman brandishing a lollipop while chasing robbers
through crowded, dingy city streets,

mended Daily Pattern
The recommended

Aubin said he found "hospitality,"
wooded areas, wide open spaces and

mended

ACTION from

the Previous Page)

New

farming techniques similar to those he
left nearly 6,000 miles behind in the
Fife region of his homeland.
The 25-year-old Scottish farmer made
the trip to the United States as part of
an exchange program between the Fu-

Farmers of America and the ScotAssociation of Young Farmers.
"I'm really enjoying the trip," Aubin
said. "It's good that the organizations
in different countries can get together
ture

tish

like this."

Aubin

A USEFUL SIGN
One of the North Iredell Chapter's
public relation projects was to erect a
sign

at

adults

the

and

school
visitors

entrance directing
to

the

agriculture

The lefthanded, two-horse, Oliver 13
plow was donated by a local farm machinery dealer. Agriculture students
painted the plow, provided for the
stand and ordered the sign from the
Supply Service. This made a very attractive sign and provides an excellent
location
for
photographing judging
teams and small groups, that participate
in the FFA. (David Nicholson, Reporter)

VISITORS

Aubin Roger stood in the corral behind a home on a small farm in west
Pasco County, Florida, and compared
the surroundings with what he'd expected to find in America when he left
his

home

his

he didn't

said

choose agriculture as his career until
he graduated with a diploma of higher
education after 16 years of schooling.
He nearly became an engineer, he said.

the state.

Recom-

daily pattern
provides the foundation for a nutritious,

healthful

The recom-

diet.

servings supply about 1,200

Adjust the size of servings
needed for growth, energy and to

calories.

as

maintain desirable weight.

—

Milk Group

3 servings /child; 4

servings/ teenager; 2 servings/ adult

Foods made from milk contribute
part of the nutrients supplied by a
serving of milk.

—

Meat Group 2 servings
Dry beans and peas, soy extenders
and nuts combined with animal protein (meat, fish, poultry, eggs, milk,

cheese) or grain protein can be substituted for a serving of meat.
Fruit- Vegetable Group
4 servings

—

Dark green
tables

and

leafy or orange vege-

fruit are

recommended

3

or 4 times weekly for vitamin A. Citrus fruit

is

recommended

vitamin C.

—

Grain Group

Whole

daily for

4 servings

grain, fortified, or enriched

grain products are

recommended.

(Jim

for

ACTION

LINES

that

insisted

I

take

up

Aubin be-

ago,

Scottish Associa-

of Young Farmers. In 1977, he
was the local club president. His participation in that club, coupled with his
leadership and speech making ability,
tion

made

possible for

it

trip

him

States.

the

• Create an

first

to

another

FFA

in

Brooks-

Florida, with a membership of
about 30, sponsored Aubin's stay here.
lived on a small farm just off Moon
Lake Road with the Lowery family.
The Lowery farm is typical of those
visited by Aubin. Floyd Lowery is an
electrician by trade. The farm has cattle, chickens, hogs and horses. Some of
the land is used to grow produce.
Aubin's host, Warren Lowery, 16, a

He

of

Hudson FFA,

He

learning experience for

is

like

an

FFA

dad

into eating

avocado or crab cakes.
Volunteer to go out for

an

t
t

soft

• Plant

some

bright red or yel-

low flowers around the machine shed.
Learn to play the piano.
• Visit a meat cutting plant.
• Teach a Sunday School class
of kids.
• Ride with the fire chief.

J
J
J
I

on proper recitation of

*

•

• Insist

*

\

J

plans to be-

Try out for a different judging team this year.

said the visit

• Put a pretty picture in your

is

as

much

as

it

is

a

for

Aubin.
an idea of what agriculover there," he explained.

"It gives us

sister

the Pledge of Allegiance.

him

from the Scottish farmer

ture

t

state.

your

• Talk your

ville,

veterinarian.

T-shirt at one

drinks.

The Hudson Senior

member
come a

FFA

locket.

the

Presidents'

State

Tribune Times)

of those do-it-yourself shops.
• Go visit a Future Farmer in
• Give

His first stop was Washwhere he met President

Carter during
Conference.

Lamb
Tampa
»»•••»»••••

to be chosen

was Aubin's

ington, D.C.,

in

—A

tables, the rest for grazing.

United
National President Mark Sanborn met
with Dr. John Oswald, president of the
Pennsylvania State University, during

Eating

Aubin returned to Scotland in November after he attended the National
FFA Convention in Kansas City.
The Hudson Chapter was also involved in FFA's International program
when their president, Donna Ward,
spent three months in Austria last year.

wasn't

"It

The

PRESIDENTIAL VISIT

Good

to

farming as a career," he explained, but
eventually, "the bug got hold of me."
The 800-acre Roger farm has between 300 and 400 head of cattle.
About 500 acres of the farm are used
for growing grain, .120 acres for vege-

for the exchange program.

in Scotland.

Mark's experience program

Aubin

family,

About seven years
came involved in the

WELCOME

in-

volved in agriculture since the year
1425. He and his father run an 800acre farm near Cupar, a town of about
6,000 in central Scotland where "much
of the land area is mountainous."
Although farming goes back centuries
in

department.

been

said his family has

Guide

•

room.
• Give the banker an FFA cap.
• Improve your driving habits.
• Give your advisor an FFA

Z

travel bag.
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"This

scope has seen about 10,000

rounds through three varmint
In the five years I've had it,

rifles.

had to do is wipe off the glass.
why need my Redfield"

all I've

That's

"fn

I

35 years of serious shooting,

I've

owned most

scope brands ... for big game, bench rest, and
varminting. The reason I've stayed with Redfield is
simple. don't have to worry about their accuracy.
I

I

know they'll be dead-on every time'.'
Spend the extra money on a Redfield and we'll

guarantee that you'll get the kind of accuracy Lloyd
has learned to depend on.
You'll get superb optics for superior light gathering

and bright,

clear, sight pictures. You'll get precision
adjustments for exact repeatability each time you
move them. And you'll get tough, lightweight
construction that stands up to years of rugged use.
You can choose from 8X, 10X, or 12X Varmint
scopes, 16X, 20X, or 24X Target/Varmint scopes for
your special varmint rig. Or if you want a scope that'll
do double duty for big game and varmints on one
rifle, there's a new line of Widefield* and Traditional
Variable Power scopes with Accu-Trac™ to give you
the ultimate edge on long shots.
Accu-Trac incorporates both a rangefinderand
bullet-drop compensator. Easy to operate as 1, 2, 3,
Accu-Trac puts you dead-on target out to 600 yards
with no holdover, all in less than 10 seconds.
Add the most complete and most copied mounts
in the world and you can put together the finest
scope system for the money, available today.
Look through our catalog and find out for yourself
Mail 25C with your name and address to: Redfield,
Dept. 127 * 5800 E.Jewell Ave., Denver, CO 80224.
We'll send you our 1979 Catalog plus a fluorescent
sight-in target.

You need a

tt3»An

Outdoor Sports Company

.

ROUND ROBIN RESULTS
Silver Spur

Ranches donated

to winner of the

this steer

Wyoming FFA Alumni

sponsored showing contest. Jack Stewart of Douglas Chapter was the winner.

TRACTOR SAFETY

IS

A CAPITAL IDEA
The

FFA and

Lacey Equipment com-

bined efforts and put together the first
annual evening Tractor Safety Clinic
held at Capital High School in Olympia, Washington.

The

clinic started

discussing

tractor

by showing a movie
upsets,

operating

implement safety operation,
maintenance and accident prevention.
After the movie was shown, a discussion
followed with examples given by the
safety,

audience.

Mr. John Powell, owner of Lacey
Equipment, took everyone out into the
shop and took time to go over the parts
of the tractor and where you must be

when operating

careful

a particular part

on the tractor.
There was also a demonstration given
on a small garden tractor including all

new safety features.
The clinic closed with people

the

getting

actual driving and operating experience

on both the garden tractor and the large
tractor.

MONEY MAKES PROGRESS
Blackwell, Oklahoma, Chapter received a $500 grant from the Oklahoma
Rural Rehabitative Service, a state
agency, for improvement in the local

community.

The money

will

be used to improve

the junior livestock building at the fairgrounds. Immediate plans are to repair
facilities and build new pens
the north end of the building behind the tiers of seating. Makeshift pens

existing
at

have been used heretofore.
Three-year plans call for repair of
windows with some type of permanent
material, adding more electrical outlets,
additional washing rooms and some
type of heating for the center area of

You can count on Mesquite Western Pants and Jackets
to take the "Roughshod" treatment of day-to-day work
and still look fresh and neat.

the building.

Ask to see the Busher

According to Advisor Jim Jenkins the
money will be matched by private donations, the City of Blackwell and the
Kay County Fair Board funds. The
"Building Our
American Communities" project. (Sharon Burch, Reporter)
grant

is

part

April-May, 1979

of

the

at better

western stores.

We built our

&*

reputation from
the ground up.

ryWC/l

1221 HEMPHILL ST.

,

western wear

FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76104

276 PLACES

ANARMYEOTC
DELAWARE

ALABAMA

KANSAS

Alabama A&M University.
Normal
Auburn Univ., Auburn

Univ. of Delaware.

Jacksonville State Univ.,
Jacksonville

Georgetown University,
Washington
Howard Univ., Washington

Marion Military Institute,
Marion
Tuskegee Institute,
Tuskegee
Univ. of Alabama, Univ.
Univ. of North Alabama,

Newark

DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA

FLORIDA
Florida

A&M

University,

Tallahassee
Florida Institute of

Technology, Melbourne

Florence
Univ. of South Alabama,

Florida Southern College,

Lakeland

Mobile

Florida State University,

ALASKA
Univ. of Alaska-Fairbanks,

Fairbanks

Univ. of Florida, Gainesville
Univ. of Miami, Coral

ARIZONA
Arizona State Univ., Tempe
Univ. of Arizona, Tucson

ARKANSAS
Arkansas State

Univ.,

State University

Arkansas Tech

Tallahassee
Stetson Univ., DeLand

Univ.,

Russellville

Henderson State

Univ.,

Gables
Univ. of South Florida, Tampa
Univ. of Tampa, Tampa

Columbus College,
Columbus
Fort Valley State College,
Fort Valley

Fayetteville
Univ. of Arkansas at

Mercer Univ., Macon
North Georgia College,
Dahlonega
Univ. of Georgia. Athens

Pine Bluff
Univ. of Central Arkansas,

Conway
CALIFORNIA
California Polytechnic
State Univ., San Luis

Obispo
San Jose State Univ.,
San Jose
The Claremont Colleges.
Claremont
Univ. of CaliforniaBerkeley. Berkeley
Univ. of California-Davis.

Davis
Univ. of California-Los

Angeles, Los Angeles
Univ. of California-Santa

Barbara, Santa Barbara

San Francisco,
San Francisco

Univ. of

Univ. of Santa Clara,

Santa Clara

COLORADO
Colorado School of Mines,
Golden
Colorado State University,
Fort Collins
Univ. of Colorado. Boulder
Univ. of Southern

Colorado. Pueblo

CONNECTICUT
Univ. of Connecticut,

Storrs

of

Technology, Atlanta

Georgia Military College,
Milledgeville

Georgia State University,
Atlanta

Richmond
Morehead State Univ.,
Morehead
Murray State Univ., Murray
Univ., of Kentucky,

Lexington

Western Kentucky
Bowling Green

Univ.,

College, Baton

NichollsStateUniv.,

Thibodaux
Northeast Louisiana Univ.,

Monroe
Northwestern State Univ.
of Louisiana,

Natchitoches
Southeastern Louisiana

Southern Univ. and A&M
College, Baton Rouge
Tulane Univ., New Orleans

Mississippi State Univ.,
Mississippi State
Univ. of Mississippi, University
Univ. of Southern
Mississippi, Hattiesburg

Central Missouri State

Warrensburg

Univ.,

Military School

and College, Boonville
Lincoln Univ., Jefferson
City
Missouri Western State
College, St. Joseph
Northeast Missouri State
Univ., Kirksville

Southwest Missouri State
Univ., Springfield
Univ. of Missouri-

Univ. of Missouri-Rolla.
Rolla

Washington Univ., St. Louis
Wentworth Military
Academy and Junior
College. Lexington

Westminster College,

Orono

Fulton

MARYLAND

IDAHO

Lorman
Jackson State Univ..
Jackson

Columbia. Columbia

Hammond

Univ. of Maine.

Minneapolis

Kemper

Rouge

MAINE

HAWAII
Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu

John's University,
Collegeville
Univ. of Minnesota,

MISSOURI

LOUISIANA
Louisiana State Univ. and

Univ.,

MINNESOTA
St.

Alcorn State Univ.,

Eastern Kentucky Univ.,

A&M

Univ.,

MISSISSIPPI

KENTUCKY

Lake Charles

Georgia Institute

Bluff,

Pittsburg State Univ.,
Pittsburg
Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence
Wichita State University,
Wichita

Loyola Univ., New Orleans
McNeese State Univ.,

GEORGIA

Arkadelphia
Ouachita Baptist Univ.,
Arkadelphia
Southern Arkansas Univ.,
Magnolia
Univ. of Arkansas,
Pine

Western Michigan
Kalamazoo

Kansas State Univ. of
A&AS, Manhattan

MONTANA

Loyola College. Baltimore
Morgan State University,
Baltimore

Montana State
Bozeman

ILLINOIS
Knox College, Galesburg

The Johns Hopkins

Univ. of Montana. Missoula

Loyola Univ. of Chicago,

Western Maryland College.
Westminster

Idaho State Univ.. Pocatello
Univ. of Idaho.

Moscow

Chicago
Northern Illinois Univ.,
DeKalb
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-

Champaign
Univ. of Illinois-Chicago

Chicago

Circle,

Western

Illinois Univ.,

Macomb
Wheaton College. Wheaton
INDIANA
Indiana Institute of
Technology, Fort Wayne
Indiana Univ., Bloomington
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette

Rose-Hulman

Institute of

Technology, Terre Haute
Univ. of Notre

Dame,

Dame

Notre

Baltimore

MASSACHUSETTS
Massachusetts Institute

Northeastern Univ., Boston
Univ. of Massachusetts,

Amherst
Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, Worcester

of

S&T,

Ames
Univ. of Iowa. Iowa City

Central Michigan Univ.,
Mount Pleasant
Eastern Michigan Univ.,
Ypsilanti

Michigan State Univ
East Lansing
Michigan Technological
.

Houghton

Univ. of Detroit. Detroit
Univ. of Michigan,

Ann Arbor

NEBRASKA
Creighton Univ., Omaha
Kearney State College,
Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln

NEVADA
Univ. of Nevada,

Reno

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Univ. of

New Hampshire,

Durham

MICHIGAN

Univ.,

University,

Kearney
of

Technology, Cambridge

Northern Michigan Univ.,
Marquette

IOWA
Iowa State Univ.

Univ..

NEW JERSEY
Princeton Univ., Princeton
Rider College, Lawrenceville

Rutgers Univ., New
Brunswick
Seton Hall Univ.. South

Orange
St. Peter's College.

Jersey City

NEW MEXICO
Eastern

New Mexico

Univ.,

Portales

Our four-year scholarship may be used

at any of the 276 colleges and universities
Three-and two-year scholarships may be used at over 500 additional
institutions. Schools where you can earn both a commission and a college degree.
And Army ROTC awards hundreds of four-, three-, and two-year scholarships
each year. Scholarships cover tuition, books, and lab fees, and pay you a living allowance

listed

58

on these

pages.
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TO SPEND
SCHOLARSHIP
New Mexico

Northwestern Oklahoma

New

Oklahoma State

Military
Institute, Roswell
Mexico State Univ.,

Las Cruces

NEW YORK

Bronx

Univ.,

Hofstra Univ., Hempstead
Niagara Univ.,
Niagara University
Polytechnic Institute of
New York, Brooklyn
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy

Rochester Institute of
Technology, Rochester
Siena College, Loudonville
St. Bonaventure Univ.,
St. Bonaventure
St. John's Univ., Jamaica
St. Lawrence Univ., Canton

Syracuse

Univ.,

Syracuse

NORTH CAROLINA
Appalachian State Univ.,

Boone
Campbell College, Buies
Creek
Davidson College,
Davidson
North Carolina A&T State
Univ., Greensboro
North Carolina State Univ.
at Raleigh, Raleigh

Augustine's College
Raleigh
Wake Forest University,
St.

Winston-Salem

NORTH DAKOTA
North Dakota State Univ.
of A&AS, Fargo
Univ. of North Dakota,
Grand Forks

OHIO
Bowling Green State Univ.,
Bowling Green
Central State University,
Wilberforce

John

Univ.,

Stillwater

Canisius College, Buffalo
Clarkson College of
Technology, Potsdam
Cornell Univ., Ithaca

Fordham

State Univ., Alva

Carroll University,

Cleveland
Kent State Univ., Kent
Ohio State Univ., Columbus
Ohio Univ., Athens
Univ. of Akron, Akron
Univ. of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati
Univ. of Dayton, Dayton
Univ. of Toledo, Toledo
Xavier Univ., Cincinnati

Youngstown State
Youngstown

Univ.,

Southwestern Oklahoma
State Univ., Weatherford
Univ. of Oklahoma, Norman

OREGON
Oregon State

University,

Corvallis
Univ. of Oregon,

Eugene

PENNSYLVANIA
Bucknell Univ.. Lewisburg
Carnegie-Mellon Univ.,
Pittsburgh
Dickinson College, Carlisle
Drexel Univ., Philadelphia
Duquesne Univ., Pittsburgh

Gannon

College, Erie
Gettysburg College.

Gettysburg
Indiana Univ. of
Pennsylvania, Indiana
Lafayette College, Easton
LaSalle College.
Philadelphia

Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem
Pennsylvania State Univ.,
University Park

Temple

Univ., Philadelphia

Univ. of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia
Univ. of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh
Univ. of Scranton,

Scranton
Valley Forge Military
Academy and Junior
College, St. Davids
Washington and Jefferson
College, Washington
Widener College, Chester

PUERTO RICO
Univ. of Puerto Rico,

Rio Piedras Campus,
Rio Piedras
Univ. of Puerto Rico,

Mayaguez Campus,
Mayaguez

RHODE ISLAND
Providence College.
Providence
Univ. of

Rhode

Island.

Kingston

SOUTH CAROLINA
Clemson Univ., Clemson
Furman Univ., Greenville
Presbyterian College,
Clinton
South Carolina State
College, Orangeburg
The Citadel, Charleston

Wofford College,

Spartanburg

OKLAHOMA
Cameron

Univ.,

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawton

Central State University,

Edmond
East Central Oklahoma
State Univ., Ada

South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology,
Rapid City
South Dakota State Univ.,
Brookings

Univ. of South Dakota,
Vermillion

TENNESSEE
Clarksville

College,

Jefferson City
East Tennessee State

Johnson City
Middle Tennessee State
Univ., Murfreesboro
Tennessee Technological
Univ..

Univ., Cookeville

Univ. of Tennessee.
Knoxville
Univ. of Tennessee at

Chattanooga,
Chattanooga
Univ. of Tennessee at
Martin, Martin
Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville

TEXAS
Bishop College, Dallas

Hardm-Simmons

of William and
Mary, Williamsburg

Univ

Austin-Peay State Univ.,

Carson-Newman

The College

Univ.,

Univ. of Virginia,
Charlottesville
Virginia Military Institute.

Lexington
Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State

Univ

Blacksburg

Petersburg
Washington and Lee Univ.,
Lexington

WASHINGTON
Eastern Washington University,

Cheney
Gonzaga Univ., Spokane
Seattle Univ.. Seattle
Univ. of Washington,
Seattle
Washington State Univ.,

Pullman

WEST VIRGINIA

Midwestern State

Univ.,

A&M

Prairie View
Univ.,
Prairie View
Rice Univ., Houston
Sam Houston State Univ.,

Huntsville
Stephen F. Austin State

Nacogdoches

St. Mary's Univ., San Antonio
Texas A&l Univ.. Kingsville
Texas A&M Univ., College

Station
Texas Christian Univ.,
Fort Worth

Texas Tech Univ., Lubbock
Trinity Univ., San Antonio
Univ. of Houston, Houston
Univ. of Texas at Arlington,
Arlington
Univ. of Texas at Austin,

Austin
Univ. of Texas at

El

Paso,

Paso

West Texas State
Canyon

Marshall Univ., Huntington
Virginia State

West

Wichita Falls

El

,

Virginia State College,

Abilene

Univ.,

Richmond,

of

Richmond

Univ.,

College, Institute

West Virginia University

Morgantown

WISCONSIN
Marquette Univ.,
Milwaukee
Ripon College, Ripon
St. Norbert College, DePere
Univ. of Wisconsin, LaCrosse,

LaCrosse
Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison,

Madison
Univ. of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee. Milwaukee
Univ. of Wisconsin-Oshkosh,

Oshkosh
Univ. of WisconsinPlatteville, Platteville

Univ. of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point. Stevens Point
Univ. of Wisconsin-

Whitewater, Whitewater

WYOMING
Univ. of

UTAH
Brigham Young
Provo

Wyoming, Laramie

Univ.,

Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake
City

Utah State

Univ.,

Weber State
Ogden

Logan

College,

VERMONT
Norwich Univ., Northfield
Univ. of Vermont,
Burlington

VIRGINIA

Hampton Institute,
Hampton
Norfolk State College.
Norfolk

Old Dominion Univ..

This

list is

subject to change

Norfolk

of up to $1,000 a year for the duration of the award.
To find out how to get one, send the attached postcard or write:
P.O. Box 7000, Department D-A, Larchmont, NY 10538.

Army ROTC

ARMY ROTC. LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
April-May, 1979
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To a young man
wondering about his future in farming:
Your grandfather had barely gotten
when he was hit by the drouth and

started

depression of the Thirties.

Your dad coped with the problems
followed World War II and the Korean

.

that

the low prices caused by giant
crop surpluses.
You'll have your troubles, too. And like
your dad and your grandfather, you'll always
conflict

.

.

.

need a dependable, understanding source of
long-term credit. A source that sticks by you
in good times and bad
doesn't panic
and pull back when things look a little tough.
Get acquainted with the people at your
local Land Bank Association and what they
can do for you in years ahead. The Federal
Land Bank has been helping farmers since
before your grandfather bought his first land.
.

.

3£c&?,

L7VNDBATMK
««Vl^

The Land Bank
nerations
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FFA's Wartime

Leaders
Memories of the FFA's national presidency
are shared by these two California agricnlturists-

memories

that recall a nation at war.

By Gary Bye
As manager of an
draws on

A

FFA

agribusiness,

GENERATION
FFA members

of blue-jacketed
has journeyed to
Kansas City since the guns of World

War

II were silenced. Still, Marvin Jagels
and Robert Bowman can recall the wartime FFA conventions like they were

yesterday.
Jagels and

Bowman

were responsible

for running

those conventions. Jagels
served as National FFA President in
1942 and 1943, before turning the president's gavel over to Bowman the fol-

lowing year.

Both men now reside in California's
San Joaquin Valley. Jagels is the general
manager for Kamprath Seed Company
in Bakersfield.

Bowman

is

Marvin

Jagels

learned while an officer.

training

board, a classification that required him to stay home to help run the
farm. Being left home to farm meant
fighting a different kind of battle.
"All the farms were short handed at
the time," says Jagels. "It took a tremendous effort by the farm families
who stayed home to keep production
at a high level."
Jagels notes that during those years
on the farm, the work schedule ran
draft

seven days a week from dawn to dusk.
During one busy season he worked 72
hours straight without stopping. Even
the women on the farms were expected
to

do

farm work.
and lack of available

their share of

The war

effort

labor also led to necessary streamlining.
Jagels farm, according to Marvin,
had the first walk-through dairy parlor

The
in

Idaho.

(Continued on Page 64)

The Bowmans sometimes dust off the old FFA scrapbook for another look at
Robert's term as 1944 National FFA President. FFA had an impact on his life.

a diversified

farmer 70 miles north of Bakersfield
near Corcoran.
That World War II had a profound
effect on their lives is an understatement the war affected almost every
young man living in our country at that
time. But the wartime activities of
Jagels and Bowman were unique. And
the effect the war had on their personal
lives is profound.
When war broke out in December

—

of 1941, Marvin Jagels was attending
high school in the small town of Buhl,
Idaho. His family owned a small diversified farm with irrigated crops, dairy

swine and poultry. Marvin
dreamed of becoming one of the first
persons in the community to attend
college. When the war broke out he was
cattle,

just as

eager to volunteer. Instead his

older brother went to war.

Marvin was
April-May, 1979

classified

2-C by

his
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er

Leaders

to

(Continued from Page 63)

Bob Bowman faced

similar circum-

award was given
the

recipient's

at

wife

one convention
husband

—her

had already been called away to war.
However, the importance of the business by those who could attend a convention overshadowed their meager

stances. Seventeen years old at the time

numbers.

Pearl Harbor, Bowman and his
mother inherited full responsibility for
his father's farm, when the elder Bowman rejoined the Navy. The farm
consisted of 16 sows, 100 chickens, a
few dairy cows, 10 acres of cotton and
5 of grain.

Bowman reads from his worn FFA
scrapbook: "The FFA members helped
sell war bonds worth $4,869,000. They

of

Bowman,

at least

on paper, was pre-

pared for the responsibility. He was
FFA chapter president of the nation's
largest FFA chapter at Bakersfield High
School.

He

also

fornia's State

was

FFA

to

become

Cali-

President and public

A

speaking winner.
livestock showman,
he had shown many champions including the grand champion pen-of-three
swine at the Cow Palace.
Both Bowman and lagels speak fondly of their time as national officers
even though much of the glamour of
the office had been reduced by the
hardships of the war.
"Air travel was out of the question,"
says Jagels. "And because there were
so many troops and families moving
across the country, our FFA travel was
a low priority item. In fact, I probably
spent more time riding in the men's
restroom or sleeping on suitcases in the
vestibule between rail cars than in a
seat," he adds.

Bowman agrees. "The trains were always hot and crowded, so you'd open a
window for air and then get covered
with soot from the locomotive. I'd arrive at a state convention looking like a

miner
work."

coal

on

his

way home from

collected

209 million pounds of scrap
pounds of rubber and

metal, 10 million

21 million burlap bags. Victory gardens,
grown to produce food for the war ef-

were raised by FFA members and
70 thousand acres were
tilled by FFA members left at home."
At one state convention, in a typical
war-time speech, Bowman prompted
fort,

chapters. Nearly

FFA members

"to put in longer hours

on the farm, to increase production and
to stay on the farm until called into

were cut short when he was

activities

For Bowman, the words were prophesy. Three months following his final

recalled to the service to serve a three

FFA

convention, his induction notice
was dropped into his mailbox. Ironically, on his departure from San Francisco
to Japan, he met his father who was
returning from the war.
Jagels too,

found

service after his
pired.

As

FFA

his

way

term

into

the

in office ex-

a volunteer he

was sent to

member

of a military

the Far East as a
intelligence

group

to

handle the move-

year hitch in Germay, again working
with refugees flooding out of the communist countries.
When Jagels returned from Germany
in 1957, he became an agricultural rep-

and

resentative

district appraiser for the

of America in California. Then
in 1961, he joined the seed company

Bank

which he now manages. The company
markets a variety of crop seed and de-

new crop

velops

varieties

of

barley,

ment of refugees.

oats

"In that kind of activity you learn to
no one but your own mother and
to always sleep with one eye open,"
says Jagels with a serious smile. "It
seemed like I became ten years younger
when I returned home from Manila to
go to college," he adds.
Jagels and Bowman enjoy reminiscing

Separated from his wife a few years
is now raising two sons, 14
and 18 years old who are active in 4-H
and FFA. They live on a small farm
with 400 citrus trees which Jagels says
has partially salved his life-long yearn-

trust

elected student

Bowman was

body president of

Cali-

proportions

compared

with today's
monstrous affairs. Often there were
only a few delegates from each state.

Polytechnical Institute at San
Luis Obispo, while Jagels fell just short
in his bid to become student body president on the Bull Moose ticket at the

Bob Bowman

recalls that the Star

University of Idaho.

Farm-

—

the service."

about their college days.

The National FFA Conventions during the war years were cut to skeleton

Following his education Bowman returned to farm with his father. He has
farmed ever since a total of 27 years.
His farm holdings have grown from 60
acres in 1950 to 2,300 acres on which
he now raises cotton, wheat and rice.
He married one of the college librarians at Cal Poly and later became the
father of five attractive daughters. They
all played active roles in the operation
of the farm, according to their father.
Jagels, on the other hand, never
realized his dreams of returning to the
farm. When he joined the service, his
brother took over the family farm and
was still running the operation when
Marvin graduated from college.
Instead, to stay close to farming,
Marvin became a county extension
agent in Latah County, Idaho. In two
years he had doubled the size of 4-H
membership in the county. However, his

fornia

and

alfalfa.

ago, Jagels

farm life.
Looking back on their own experiences, what do these men have to say
ing for

FFA?
"FFA

about the

helps to give a
person a certain feeling of accomplishment and pride of self worth. This was
particularly true for me during the war.
Being a National FFA Officer also
makes you feel like you have an awful
Jagels

says,

lot to live

up

real
is

to."

"FFA can have a
impact on a young person's life. It

Bowman

agrees,

a process of building.

It

gives

you a

and for me a better feel
about the whole business of farming."
better outlook

"In our generation, by virtue of the
we were poor and there was a war
going on, we were going to work hard.
fact

We
says

were

striving for

something better,"

Bowman.

however, most kids have
an affluent society. Perhaps FFA is more important for them,
to help them understand that it is not
enough having a lot of material possessions. It is more important to set personal goals and work to reach those

"Today,

grown up

"Sure you can picnic under my tree. We were just heading into the city
and while we are there, we'd like to use your swimming pool."

64

goals.

That

in

is

what

FFA

The National

is

about."
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They are also aware of the role they
play in setting an example for young
people. Gilberto Zamudio says, "It
shows the minority students that despite their differences with language
and culture, they can succeed."
All of the Zamudios worked, like
their father taught them, to make their
own way. They spent hours at manual
farm labor and janitorial jobs to get
where they are today.
Still, Gilberto says, "Our opportunities were even greater than some of
the non-minority students. Many grants
and scholarships exist. The challenge
comes in finding them and taking advantage of them."
He adds, his voice tinged with emotion, "I am a Mexican by race and
I'm proud of that. I don't try to hide it.
With honest effort we can succeed in
the United States as well as anyone. It
really hurts me when minorities in this
country complain about their treatment,

Having amassed many laurels during their years in the FFA, the Zamudio brothers are accustomed to setting high goals and working diligently to succeed.

because

we have been

treated

very

fairly."

quired enough acreage to allow students to train for agricultural occupa-

American Success

tions.

(Continued from Page 51)

There are, of course, still dreams
ahead for the family. They all agree
they'd

someday

like to

own

their

own

farm. That was their father's dream.

Students are placed in working situaeach afternoon after a morning
of classroom instruction. "Above all I
try to tea«h them responsibility," says
Ernesto with conviction. "They must be
to class on time. If they miss class for
over three days they are out of the
tions

ation at Peoria.

one

Of

all his

FFA mem-

Mexican-American.
"There are several Mexican students in
school, yet most of them look on agri-

bers

only

is

culture as a subject to avoid.

They

re-

GREAT
purpose
!

ag to migrant field labor. However,
most of the job opportunities they will
have will be agriculture." For that reason, Gilberto is working to break the
stereotype, using his own example when
late

necessary.

Ernesto, on the other hand, works
entirely with a minority group. He coordinates a federally funded economics
stimulus program on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.

His students are mostly adults from
various Indian tribes who have previously dropped out of traditional education programs. The program has ac-

program."
William is in his first year of teaching at Douglas, Arizona. He chose a
vacancy near his home, partially so he
could live and care for his mother.
The position is a challenge, since he
replaced
teacher

Frank

known

chapters.
terrific,"

for

veteran

a

strong

his

FFA

"Our community support

is

outdoorsman Offers
you the quality of

CUSTOM

made models selling for much
more' Hand polished imported surgical

steel

blade has

SAFETY LOCK

accidental closing

and

liner

to

prevent

Expensive Pacca

wood handle SOLID BRASS
Popular 4"

size

bolsters

17V." open)

BROKEhl IN 10 YEARS WE
WILL REPLACE AT NO
CHARGE' Use 30 days, money
IF

back if not pleased. Send
$4 50 plus 48 * postage &
handling TODAY Midwest
Knife Co. Dept W-7036
9043 S Western Ave.
Chicago. Ill 60620
Mail orders only.

j

/

says William. "I'm trying to

on the successes the chapter has
already achieved."
All three teachers say their knowledge of two languages is beneficial in
their teaching situations. They say it
helps in working with their Mexicanbuild

American

&&TTIL&%

Adams,

for the

students.

THE CHORE HELPERS!

&Q

FUN TO BUILD!
FUN TO RIDE!

IFJk
^Klv

These rugged farm utility vehi
powered by 5hpto 16 hp
American-made engines.
Farmers and ranchers say
they're the most useful

cles are

"IWi^EsSSSfe.

(and fun) pieces of equip-

ment they own. You

TRYKE
MODELS

build and SAVE assembly costs. Kit priced from
$399.95 to $799.95.

jf^^—i

"Oh,

I

am

a good loser, but
steer isn't."

April-May, 1979

my

I Uail
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awFrom the largest Maker

SUPER TRYKE

FREE

color
brochure with complete details, write today to:
Dpt. FU-94,P.O. Box 1148, Benton Harbor. Ml 49022
Carl Heald, Inc^
of Bike and Tryke Kits in the World

For a

—

»
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Teacher (on telephone) "I'd like to
you about your little boy."
Mother: "Nothing doing. I had him
all summer and not once did I call you."
Thomas LaMance

First

:

talk to

Modesto. California

magician:

"What's your most

Second magician:
gasoline

and

striking

The

weatherman was wrong in
he was embarrassed and applied for transfer, stating as his reason: "The climate here
local

his forecasts so often that

difficult trick?"

"Sitting in a tub of

two matches:

First
magician:
'What's so hard
about that?"
Second magician: "Striking the second match."
Oran Nunemaker
Morland, Kansas

Customer: "Waiter,

I can't find

any

oysters in this oyster stew."

Waiter: "Well, you wouldn't expect
any angels in an angel food cake,

to find

would you?"
Thomas LaMance
Modesto, California
"If my speech seems especially long,"
concluded the guest speaker, "it's because I left my watch at home and
there isn't a clock in this room."
A voice from the audience remarked,
"There's a calendar behind you."

doesn't agree with me."

James King
Montague, Michigan

A

canny farmer was approached by

a stranger one day and asked, "How
much is that prize Jersey heifer of yours

worth?"
The farmer thought for a moment,
then asked, "Are you the tax assessor,
or has she been killed by a truck?"
Chuck Sukut
Sisseton, South Dakota

"What

is

your job?" asked the canni-

bal chief.
"/ am editor of the city paper," replied the captive.

"Good," smiled the cannibal, "To-

morrow you

will

Irdsia Brown
Liberty. Kentucky

"By George, he made

Out of the
complaining

Charlie, the

it!"

be editor-in-chief"!
Susan Keith
Centerville, Ohio

Greenhand

blue, the farmer started

about

headaches,

back-

aches and shooting pains. Finally, he
figured out the cause of his miseries.
"A couple of weeks ago," he told a
friend, "my wife redecorated with ultra
modern furniture. Today I found out
I've been sitting in the wastebasket."

Bobbie Mae Cooley
Bowen, Illinois

A man was having trouble getting
along with his family, so he went to a
doctor to see if he could do anything
for him. The doctor told him to run ten
miles a day for one week and then call
him back and give him a
week later the doctor got
the man.

report.

One

a call

from

"Well," said the doctor, "has your relationship
"I don't

improved?"
know," replied the man, "I'm

70 miles from home!"

Todd Sinn
Haviland, Ohio

Overheard
to

the lady

at an auction sale: "Sold
with her husband's hand
"It

over her mouth."
Linda Godby
Liberty,
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was

really a

—

fun evening Charlie except for helping you figure the
feed conversion on your broilers."

Kentucky
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will pan $2.00 for each joke selected for publication on this page. Jokes must
be submitted on post cards addressed to The National FUTURE FARMER, Alexandria, Virginia 22309. In case
of duplication, payment will be for the first one received. Contributions cannot be acknowledged or returned.

The National

Got your
Tony Lama's

Country Music
Magazine's Best

New

Entertainer

Of The Year

NEW FOR

1979!
Stock 6360 - Sorrel Indianhead, Stock 6361 - Black
Toro. Stock 831 3 - Mahogany Baby Calf. 24K gold plated pewter
buckle with high relief scroll design (#8900) and
interchangeable florentined initial (#8901 A-Z).
(Left to right)

n»

See em

at

a dealer near

you or write us here
Tony Lama.

1137

TONY LAMA STREET

/

at

EL PASO. TEXAS 79915

r
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Recipe: Clean

and pat dry

place in large roasting pan;

roast at

entire inside

and outside

surround with chopped

325°F for 2V2

of bird;

season outside and cavity with

celety, parsnips, turnips, carrots

and

onion;

salt,

pepper and rosemary;

add chicken

stock to pan; cover

and

hours; before carving, prepare gravy from pan juices; serve with spiced apples.

THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY TO MAKE
SPICED APPLE WILD TURKEY.
THERE'S ONLYONE WAY TO MAKE A MARLIN.
If

the only turkey you've ever eaten

came out

of a supermarket, you've been missing something.

Wild turkey can be one

of the

most delicious

game birds. But it does take a good recipe.
And take our word for it, Spiced Apple Wild
Turkey

is

a very

good

recipe.

But only

if

you

stick to

buckhorn rear sight. Ramp front sight. And a 22"
barrel with Micro-Groove* rifling.
And with its .22 Win. Magnum Rim Fire
cartridges, the

783 packs a high speed wallop

for_

small game.

The 783 has a lot

the ingredients.

After
true recipe

all,
is

know about.

sticking to a tried

and

of other attractive

something we
It's

features, of course.

how

plated steel trigger to

its

From its gold
grooved

receiver for tip-off scope mounting.
It's

the 782

also available in a clip-loading version

Magnum. See the entire Marlin

line,

—

and

popular-priced Glenfield guns, at your Marlin
dealer. Also, ask for

W^^^E ^bS2&^^^^^^"" we cooked up
the Marlin 783 Magnum.
With its big game styling, genuine American
black walnut Monte Carlo stock and handsome
leather carrying strap, the 783

is all

Marlin.

There's a 12-shot tubular magazine. Serrated,
anti-glare receiver top. Adjustable folding semi-

Marlin ffjf

our new,

free,

color catalog.

Or write, and we'll send you one.
anyone high school age or
younger can win up to $2000 in the Marlin Hunter
Safety Essay Contest. Students must be enrolled
in, or have completed a Hunter Safety Course.
Write for entry form. Marlin Firearms Co., North
Haven, CT 06473.
Incidentally,

Made now as they were then.
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Recipe: Clean

and

roast at

and outside

pat dry entire inside

place in large roasting pan;

surround with chopped

325°F for 2%

of bird; season outside

and

celery, parsnips, turnips, carrots

cavity with salt, pepper

and onion; add

and rosemary;

chicken stock to pan; cover

and

hours; before carving, prepare gravy from pan juices; serve with spiced apples.

THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY TO MAKE
SPICED APPLE WILD TURKEY.
THERE'S ONLYONE WAY TO MAKE A M ARLIN.
If

the only turkey you've ever eaten

came out

of a supermarket, you've been missing something.

Wild turkey can be one

of the

most

delicious

game birds. But it does take a good recipe.
And take our word for it, Spiced Apple Wild
Turkey

is

a very

good

recipe.

But only

if

you stick to

buckhorn

rear sight.

Ramp front sight. And a 22'

Micro-Groove 9 rifling.
And with its .22 Win. Magnum Rim Fire
cartridges, the 783 packs a high speed wallop for_
small game.

barrel with

The 783 has a lot

the ingredients.

After
true recipe

all,
is

know about.

sticking to a tried

and

of other attractive

something we
It's

features, of course.

how

plated steel trigger to

its

From

its

gold

grooved

receiver for tip-off scope mounting.
It's

also available in a clip-loading version
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cooked up

the Marlin 783

Magnum

game styling, genuine American
black walnut Monte Carlo stock and handsome
With

its

big

leather carrying strap, the 783

is all

Marlin.

There's a 12-shot tubular magazine. Serrated,
anti-glare receiver top. Adjustable folding semi-

Marlin ffjf

—

Marlin line, and
the 782 Magnum. See
popular-priced Glenfield guns, at your Marlin
dealer. Also, ask for our new, free, color catalog.
Or write, and we'll send you one.
Incidentally, anyone high school age or
younger can win up to $2000 in the Marlin Hunter
Safety Essay Contest. Students must be enrolled
in, or have completed a Hunter Safety Course.
Write for entry form. Marlin Firearms Co., North
the entire

Haven,

CT 06473.

Made now as they were then.

